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HISTORIOGRAPHY: ACADEMIC BIAS TOWARDS MINORITY FEMALES 
I .  Acaden1ic Inequalities - A Minority Fen1ale Stance 
"Prejudice is a burden that conjiJses the past, 
threatens the future and renders the present inaccessible. " 
-Maya Angeloz/ 
Acaden1ic equality between the sexes was con11nented on in 1 792 by fen1inist 
advocate Judith Sargent Murray: 
" ... I dare confidently believe, that from the commencement of time to the 
present day, there hath been as many females .. as males, who, by the mere force of 
natural powers .. have merited the crown of applause: 1-vho thus unassisted.. have 
seized the wreath o.ffame. I know there are those who assert, that as the animal 
powers oft he one sex are superior, of course their mental jctculties also must be 
stronger ... but there are many robust masculine ladies, and effeminate gentlemen . . .  [It 
? is]for equality only, we wish to contend. ''� 
Won1en have been disputing their treatlnent in the acadetnic arena for centuries ;  
where they have been forced to play on the sidelines and idly watch their n1ale 
counterparts excel in the world of acaden1ia and then go on to lead satisfying lives -
Lives that exist outside of the hon1e. Lives full of n1eaning. Lives where your 
options are endless. Lives that can lead you anywhere. This has been the distnal 
truth and reality that 1nany won1en have faced in the An1erican educational systen1 -
not necessarily lagging behind n1ale students, but treated as if they do . 
Now, let' s take this a step further and look specifically at the treatn1ent of 
n1inority fen1ale students ' scholastic achieven1ents . Why are their test scores 
significantly lower than Caucasian fen1ale students and, even, n1inority n1ale 
students?3 What are the hidden causes behind these discrepancies in acaden1ic scores 
that paint an ugly picture of African An1erican and Hispanic fen1ale student' s ability 
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to attain high scores in school? How do we begin to reverse the effects of this 
existing stereotype so that fen1ale students, of all races, can en1erge fron1 our nation' s  
schools as strong, thoughtful leaders? 
There has been a long standing theory hovering over the education of fen1ale 
students in America: A kind of "bla1ne-the-victi1n" rhetoric has emerged to explain 
the failings and shortcotnings of won1en students . Educators and students alike, all 
players on the educational field, have been force-fed the ideas that consistent failure 
of girls in school was the result of their own scholastic choices and 1nisdirection. 4 
This approach to education naturally plays into two academic misconceptions: the 
first is that there is a genetic difference between 1nen and wotnen, which would 
account for the differences between the gender achieven1ents and second, that there is  
a natural discrepancy between n1en and won1en when it  con1es to scholastic interest ­
w01nen leaning towards Humanities classes and 1nen leaning the opposite way, 
towards n1ore concrete, n1athen1atical thinking. 5 This notion has lead to yet another 
issue in education - the lack of won1en who seek out careers in math and science 
fields. 6 
There are several argtnnents surrounding the lack of success  and increasing 
nun1ber of failures in school for n1inority fen1ale students, especially those who are in 
an urban educational setting. Issues such as : social life, academic "self­
handicapping,"7 the educational environn1ent, biased tests and textbooks, and the 
"hidden curriculu1n."8 These issues have 1nade acade1nic success for 111inority women 
increasingly difficult in a very sexist and son1etin1es, slightly racist, atn1osphere. We 
will delve deeper into this subj ect to discover what attention has been paid to and 
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what progres s  has been tnade, in regards, to the issue at hand: uncovering the hidden 
truths behind acaden1ic bias towards n1inority fen1ale students . 
Before we begin to examine specific reasons why tninority girls are falling far 
behind their peers in school, we n1ust first look at why this is not a central issue 
concerning our schools today - it is extretnely itnpotiant and all parents, teachers and 
adtninistrators should want to be fully aware of the circun1stances that plague these 
girls in school. Nicola Rollock investigates why less attention is paid to the acadetnic 
success of African An1erican won1en in school - why are they seetningly invisible? 
She writes :  
' '[Black girls} are able to b e  positioned as less a cause for concern compared 
with their male counterparts, vvhich at least partially, explains why black girls are 
rctre�vfeatured in the discussions ofschool sta.ff .. [also] they do not pose the same 
level of threat. ''9 
Is this the case? Do educators unintentionally neglect and disregard n1inority 
fetnale students sin1ply on the basis that they do not require as n1uch attention, either 
acaden1ically or behaviorally, in school as their n1ale peers? In order to keep these 
girls interested in school we need to n1ake sure that they do not feel slighted in any 
way. The issue that schools n1ust focus on revolves around how to adequately 
address the behavior and success  rates of all students and not just focus on the ones 
who are visible on a daily basis for any nun1ber of reasons. According to urban 
teachers, there i s  an exclusive focus on black 1nale pupils . 10  If teachers and 
adtninistrators are devoted wholly to the bettern1ent of the African Atnerican n1ale 
student population, it is only fair to assutne that this will negatively affect the 
acaden1ic success of African An1erican fen1ale students. 
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In order to fully understand the treattnent and expectations of tninority girls in 
school, it is essential that we start at the beginning - looking at early elen1entary 
school achievetnent levels, social predispositions, and acadetnic "self-handicapping."  
When we take a closer look at the behaviors that are rewarded and punished at the 
foundation-levels in school, it is evident that these "early differences in the treattnent 
of girls and boys can result in enduring lean1ing patten1s."1 1  According to Title IX, 
sex discritnination in school is illegal - but herein lays the problen1. Between 1972 
and 1 99 1 ,  there were no schools in the U .S .  who lost funding because they were 
found guilty of not upholding Title IX. 12 This tneans that not one single school in the 
United States was cited for treating its students differently based on sex for roughly 
twenty years . Sex discritnination is  taking place covertly in Atnerica' s schools ,  
hidden fron1 the public' s  watchful eye. Studies have shown that early in  education, 
fetnale students are equal to or outperfonn their tnale peers in the classroon1 - in 2006 
44.3o/o of African An1erican boys were achieving n1ore A' s than C ' s  on report cards 
and 56. 1% of African Atnerican girls were achieving tnore A's . 1 3  Son1ething happens 
to their self-esteen1 by the tin1e these girls reach graduation, where it is obvious that 
they have fallen far behind others .  It seen1s to be that fetnale students are rewarded 
by teachers and other adults for conformity to classroon1 rules and, therefore, need 
less n1onitoring and retninders - this obedience, or willingness to comply with school 
rules, has greatly contributed to the invisibility of 111inority girls within the 
classroon1. 14  
A con1parison was n1ade of elen1entary African An1erican girl students to 
African Atnerican boy students this cotnparison would have one thinking that there 
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was no discrepancy at all in acadetnic achievetnent and that, on the contrary, n1inority 
fe1nales were actually doing quite well. 1 5 This skewed con1parison casts the illusion 
that African-Atnerican girls are succeeding, when in reality they still fall far behind 
white fen1ale students. Son1e of the reasons behind these shortcon1ings are social 
factors - abuse, teen pregnancy and low self-esteetn. This is a harsh reality that tnany 
of our nation' s students are forced to face which, no doubt, n1akes acaden1ic 
achieve1nent a tnuch tnore difiicult and turbulent task. According to Failing at 
Fairness, by Myra and David Sadker, a staggering 42% of black girls report sexual 
abuse by the sixth grade - of this percentage, one-third of those girls clailned they 
were too distraught afterwards to talk in class or even attend school . 16 If an estilnated 
40% of all African American girls are reporting sexual abuse by the average age of 11 
and 1 2, it is not surprising that this is when their grades begin to dip. 
Another topic of the uptnost in1portance in regards to the social reality 
n1inority girls n1ust face, deals with teenage pregnancy. Black and Hispanic teen 
pregnancy rates far exceed white teen pregnancy rates - ahnost double for the srune 
age group. According to Myra and David Sadker, who have studied sexisn1 in 
America' s schools for their entire professional careers, "63% of teenage black girls 
will becon1e pregnant and one in ten Latino girls, age 15-19, will beco1ne pregnant."1 7  
After looking at figures like this ,  the acadetnic future of tnany tninority girls appears 
to be bleak, to say the very least. In a subculture where becon1ing a young, teenage 
n1other in no longer an exception and is now considered the nonn - how do we begin 
to break the cycle? 
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Acadetnic progress is not a triutnph that is always rewarded in African 
An1erican con1n1unities .  Education, within black con1n1unities, serves as a dividing 
force: "Anti-intellectualism in Black communities is a weapon used in class 
warfare. "18 This is the con11non struggle between the Have' s  and the Have-Not' s, or 
the educated versus the uneducated. If you are a young African-Alnerican fetnale, 
you are faced with a rather large dilen1n1a - you are stuck between those who cannot 
tnove forward because they are not educated and those who are educated, striving to 
be part of the upper class, but are viewed as traitors. 1 9  
It  seetns to be that black and Latino girls have quite a few social obstacles 
working against then1 - but yet another hurdle that stands in their way is son1ething 
scholars have coined as "acadetnic self-handicapping," which can best be understood 
as creating ±1ctitious barriers to in1pede one ' s  success in school.20 According to 
British psychologists, self-handicapping involves the creation of obstacles that 
directly hinders one ' s  own acaden1ic success?1 The question now is - why would a 
student want to fail on purpose? For tnany students, tninorities included, it is shnple; 
the creation of obstacles allows a student to shed any sense of responsibility for their 
failures. Also, self-handicapping, by casting oil all responsibility for one ' s  actions, 
allows students to protect their fragile self-esteen1. 22 We have already spoken of the 
drop in the self-esteetn of black fetnale students by the ti1ne they reach graduation -
this is just another way that they are atten1pting to protect their sense of self-worth. 
By doing this ,  they are hanning thetnselves because they are only creating 1nore 
problen1s to overcon1e and setting the stage for their own acaden1ic regression. 
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II. Bias - Textbooks, Curriculutn, Learning Envirornnent, and Teclmology 
"Education helps one case cease being intimidated by strange situations. '' 
-A1aya Angelou23 
Aside fron1 obstacles created by the students thetnselves ,  there are also 
probletns that ren1ain out of their control - for exrunple, the environtnent in which 
they learn and the tools that are used to educate then1. In the school enviro11111ent, 
what is deetned as an acceptable role for a tnale student and an acceptable role for a 
fen1ale student? Teachers, perhaps unknowingly, reinforce these suitable behaviors 
for boys ru1d girls and n1odel what a good learning environment should look like. It 
has been docurnented that black boys are n1uch n1ore assertive than black girls in their 
classroo1n 111atmerisn1s. 24 The probletn revolves around how to create a tnuch more 
gender-neutral classroorn enviro11111ent, for all races. Educators have decided that it 
would be good if fetnale students would "behave less traditionally and develop tnale­
interaction patten1s ."25 On the other hand, it would be bad to "change boy' s 
behaviors and interaction patterns. ' '26 We want girls to behave more like boys, but we 
want boys to ren1ain absolutely the san1e- Why can't educators encourage girls to 
excel in the classroo1n in their own ways, not 1nold thetnselves after the opposite sex? 
The goal for educators should be to create a learning environn1ent where girls are 
valued as 1nuch as boys and they are encouraged to use their own skills to solve 
problen1s?7 
One way, which is being researched, to attain a gender-neutral envirmunent 
focuses on the activities within the classroon1 that yotu1g boys and girls like to do . 
The study revealed that boys and girls like to do the srune activities, when they are 
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asked individually. In fl·ont of their peers, however, students will choose activities 
with obvious gender stereotypes.28 This discrepancy den1onstrates the idea that 
activities within the classroon1 are not necessarily gender-stereotyped; which is why 
the success rate of black girls exceeds that of black boys in elen1entary school. At 
what point, specifically, do expectations begin to change for tninority fetnales? 
Learning enviro1n11ent and social issues aside, there are several other factors 
that retnain out of the student' s control that in1pede minority fen1ale academic success .  
The types of textbooks that teacher' s  choose to use are not always the n1ost gender or 
race-conscious books that could be utilized within the classroon1. According to 
won1en' s studies  textbooks, it would greatly benefit your girls if they were presented 
vvith historical fetnale role n1odels. 29 Lack of wotnen in historical texts, according to 
Katherine Goketepe,  just proves that "it is in fact true that history, like everything else, 
has developed in tnale-dominated institutions. "30 As educators, we need to re-focus 
the curriculun1 to incorporate the varied experiences of wotnen throughout history. 
Not only do we need to look closer at wotnen, specifically n1inority women, in Social 
Studies textbooks, we also need to exan1ine what role, if any, n1inority won1en play in 
all textbooks across  the many curriculutns. This is an area where the availability of 
resources was lacking for this there will need to be son1e investigation that takes 
place to locate existing bias, not only in history texts, but in the texts that are used 
across  the different content areas and across grade levels . 
Although there are tnany educators who are aware of obvious textbook bias, 
this skewed view can only be deen1ed as acceptable because it appears to fit, or align 
nicely, with the state mandated curriculun1 for a specific grade level and a specific 
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subject area. As we progress throughout grade levels we move fron1 a very shnplistic, 
exaggerated version of won1en' s roles - pictures that subtlety n1ock won1en heroes, 
like ·women nurses and male doctors, to hidden sexistn - why are patents in the 
United States ,  for the n1ost part, in the 19th and 20th centuries all registered to n1en? 
This was a titne in American history when it was asstuned that wotnen could not 
think for then1selves, let alone invent a product and then go on to issue a patent.3 1  By 
not addressing these types of sexist subtleties in classrooms, educators are leaving out 
how a con1bination of sexisn1 and racisn1 has denied rights to groups of people 
throughout history. 
As we n1ove into the high school years, the curricuhn11 has only slightly 
broadened to include \Votnen. Although progress  has been tnade to n1ake sure vvotnen 
are not excluded fron1 any courses in school, there are still problen1s that exist it is 
tnostly n1en who fill the slots on the classrootn roster for advanced tnath and science 
courses .  A n1ath teacher fron1 Ohio ren1en1bers what it was like when girls were 
streatnlined into specific courses. She writes: 
' 'In 1962 . . .  1 wanted to sign up for physics, but the principal would not allow it .
. lfis co1n1nent vvas that a girl had no need for physics . . .  there -vvas only one girl 
in my high school graduating class who took physics. Her father had 
interceded. -"32 
Today, it is illegal to keep girls fron1 registering for courses based on their sex, but 
generations of won1en were not so lucky. This stigma, though, is still prevalent today 
when we sit in post-secondary tnath and science classroon1s and look out upon a sea 
oftnen. 
These ingrained beliefs only serve to preserve the unequal treatn1ent of fen1ale 
students in schools across Atnerica. One problen1 is the state-n1andated curricuhnn, 
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which overetnphasizes tnen and their contributions and sotnething that has been 
tenned the "hidden curriculun1."33 The hidden curriculun1 encotnpasses the 
sublitninal lessons that children learn day to day in the classrootn. These lessons can 
present then1selves in any nm11ber of ways : through teacher feedback, through 
behavioristns, such as inadvertently calling on boys first or asking boys to go to the 
board n1ore often, any classroon1 segregation (are boys given preferential treatn1ent, 
such as seating) and any instructional n1aterials that are being used in class. 34 
Although a teacher in a public school cannot necessarily pick and choose what events 
and/or people they will or will not teach in their curriculum, it is a teacher' s  job to 
supplen1ent the state curriculun1 with n1aterial that includes n1inorities and fetnales. 
This hidden curricuhan can be far tnore dangerous to students - it is the nlarmeristns, 
the habits of teachers and adults, which truly den1onstrate to students any sexisn1 or 
racistn that exists in today's classrooms - sexism and racism together are a dangerous 
con1bination to find in any atn1osphere. 
During high school, many teachers and parents have attributed what courses 
girls choose or choose not to take to son1ething known as their "option-choices ." In 
high school, girl ' s  option-choice patten1s are narrowed down to: factors outside of 
school control and factors within school control. 35 Factors that existed outside of the 
schools control deal with f£nnily and peer pressure and early childhood socialization. 
The factors that were considered within the school� s control center on teacher 
attitudes and curricuhnn content.36 One of the problen1s in school is that, although 
girls want to be treated as equals in the acaden1ic arena, they still n1ake sex­
stereotyped decisions about what courses to ptu·sue in school. If girls are still n1aking 
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sex -stereotyped decisions about their education, how does an educator go about 
convincing n1inority fen1ale students that they can achieve n1ore? That they should 
not be held down by any pre-existing stereotype of what they can and cannot do with 
their lives? 
Everyday in schools across the nation, girls are faced with sexist 
discrin1ination in three specific ways : teacher instruction, appropriate social 
interaction between the student and teacher and, finally, discrilnination that is hidden 
within the curriculun1 and found in the n1aterials used within the classroon1 on a daily 
basis .37 Once we set aside the existing stereotypes within the classroom, it is critical 
that we take a closer look at the specific classes where these stereotypes occur-
which leads to discrepancies in test scores c:md acaden1ic achievetnent levels. 
One area of school where bias has been found to dwell is centered on 
teclmology use in the classrootn. Karyn M. Plutntn, who is part of the Department of 
Psychology at the University of North Dakota, writes :  
''Technology in the classroom emerged as an issue for both teachers and 
students in the 1980-'s . . . Teachers may be using technology in differing amounts based 
on their o-vvn gender and may hold similar expectations for their students. JJ She goes 
on the write : ''Stu.dents may have a socially constructed idea of what technology 
is . . .  and who should be using it. {f students are only being taught computer skills by 
male teachers, [they may} be learning that boys and men are not only better at this 
type of skill, but that they should be interested in it more than girls and women 
are. u38 
This forn1 of bias is presented to fen1ale students sublin1inally in the classroon1. 
This supports the idea that fen1ales are seen1ingly driven into Htunanities subjects, as 
discussed earlier in this chapter. It was difficult to uncover any infonnation or studies 
that had been done on n1inority girls in school and their abilities to successfully use 
technology in the classroon1. It can only be assutned that tninority girls receive the 
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same bias, perhaps even at a tnagnified level, in school when it comes to teclmology 
use.  
It has been docutnented that girls trail behind boys in science and tnath classes 
across the nation. Achieven1ent for the SAT n1ath score consistently reports that n1ale 
high school seniors outperform female seniors on the standardized test.39 The 
differences in these scores have been accredited to differences in social conditioning 
between boys and girls and differences in environtnental factors . 40 Sotne of the 
differences in social conditioning between the two sexes have already been 
tnentioned - girls are expected to confonn to classroon1 rules and boys are expected 
to be ratnbunctious .41 Again, it has been proven that early gender socialization has 
profound effects on the achieve1nent levels of girls in the classroon1. 
U .S .  Psychologists have coined the phrase, Stereotype Threat, to explain the 
gender differences in n1ath scores. According to this widely-accepted belief: [The] 
"superiority of one group of individuals over another in n1athe1natics creates a threat 
that directly hatnpers the perfonnance of individuals in the targeted group."42 For 
exmnple, 1nale test scores consistently outperfon11 won1en' s test scores in the field of 
mathematics .  Due to this known discrepancy that exists between test scores, women 
tend to do worse on perforn1ance indicators in n1ath class. This ideology cam1ot 
always be replicated in trial studies. Therefore; the idea of the existence of 
Stereotype Threat, does not always hold up under scientific scrutiny. 
Yet another area where gender bias has been docutnented, which exists 
outside of the core curriculun1, is in foreign language classes. In foreign language 
textbooks, bias is accotmted for in three tnain senses : "female exclusion, 
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subordination and distortion and, lastly, degradation."43 There is a disagreetnent that 
resides an1ong foreign language teachers that textbooks should reflect society as it 
actually is and, on the other hand, teachers who believe that textbooks should 
represent a n1ore broad-n1inded world than the one that actually exists ."44 Will the 
readers of these foreign language textbooks really take these traditional fetnale roles 
to heart? Son1e argue that gender bias in a text cannot n1ake people think in a gender­
biased 1nmmer.45 In other words, a bias-free textbook does not equal a bias-free 
classroon1. 46 
Although gender bias is an issue within tniddle school and high school 
language courses, how tnuch of a problen1 is it actually? Do the biases that affect 
white wotnen also afiect black wotnen? Many tninority girls have been categorized 
as ESOL students, or English Students of Other Languages. Would these girls still 
interpret the text and any racist or sexist representations the smne way native speakers 
do? There is very little current infon11ation that centered on di±Ierent interpretations 
of foreign language textbooks between tnajority and n1inority females. 
If there is gender bias that exists within the classrootn, it is also itnportant that 
test bias, in regards to gender, is looked at, too .  Test bias is best understood as a 
hindrru1ce on a test, due to phrasing, backgrotu1d knowledge, etc. ,  that prevents a 
specific group from answering the question correctly. In order to detect any test 
biased iten1s we 111ust use data to locate any differences between two groups and 
detennine that a specific test item is n1ore dif1icult for one group than another. 
Educators can then clahn an iten1 to be biased if it is proven that the question was 
tnore difficult for one group than ru1other.47 
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Now that we have identified what test bias is, we also must look at what it is 
not. According to Catnilli and Shepard, test bias investigation will help to ±1gure out 
real fron1 art�ficial bias . Real bias is when a test iten1 is proven to be 1nore difl1cult 
for one group. Artificial bias is the realization that the test itself is not biased; it is the 
outside factors that should be held accountable. For exmnple, wotnen score lower on 
the n1ath portion of the SAT, but won1en take fewer n1ath courses in high school. 
This problen1 would not be a validity issue with the test, but with the structure and 
social n1ake-up of high school n1ath classes then1selves .48 
Psychologists have also used the notion of Stereotype Threat to describe the 
so1netin1es negative test perforn1ance of n1inorities and fen1ales. Stereotype Threat, 
or has a negative effect on stigtnatized groups (1ninority females) and no effect on 
non-stign1atized groups (Caucasian n1ales) .49 The reason why the negative effect of 
ST is placed on minority fetnales is because they are aware of the high acadetnic 
scores that non-stign1atized groups, Caucasian n1ales in this case, are achieving. The 
individual abilities of tninority women cmn1ot be measured accurately or validly 
through teacher-n1ade exan1s or state exan1s because of the negative in1pact of 
Stereotype Threat on this group. 
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III. Inequalities - Awareness  and Conection 
"Perhaps travel cannot prevent b igotry, but by demonstrating that all peoples cr:v, 
laugh_. eat, worry, and die, it can introduce the idea that if we try and understand 
each other, 
we may even become friends. " 
-o - Maya Angelol/ 
We have recognized the various gender problen1s that occur within the 
school - now it is titne to seek out awareness for the issue. Although n1any educators 
are n1aking progressive n1oves forward in schools to ensure that blatant bias does not 
occur, it still continues to ren1ain on a subtle level. "Psychologists tell us that at an 
early age we develop a set of largely unconscious hypotheses about sex differences, 
called gender schema. "51 This way of thinking leads teachers to have different 
expectations for n1ale and fetnale students within their classroon1s. Different 
expectations lead to biases surrounding sex and race .  As educators, we need to erase 
the disadvantages that are already set in n1otion by gender schen1a. One way to 
pron1ote gender-balanced education in school is to address  linguistic b ias, or the 
everyday language that is used in the classrootn. For exan1ple, the phrase Jnunanity 
instead of mankind, or guard instead of ·watchman. 52 Being knowledgeable about 
gender schen1a, will help to alleviate son1e of the biased ten11inology that allows bias 
to persist in our classroon1s. 
Many teachers receive no training on how to deal with gender bias in the 
classroon1 during their student teaching experience .  Therefore; it would be very 
helpful if teachers could take part in trainings throughout the school year via 
professional developtnent that addresses how to adapt and develop n1aterials for 
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culturally diverse leatners that specifically deal with bias . 53 During these professional 
developn1ent opportunities, teachers would be able to share ideas about how to create 
a non-biased classroon1 and how to deal with the issue when it arises. The language 
used in class and the types of interactions with students is the first step towards 
alleviating classroon1 bias . 
In order to truly achieve equality, traditional school curriculun1s will need to 
be revatnped to include the accolades of wmnen and tninorities. 54 If this is the 
solution that schools need to undergo, it will take n1uch n1ore than gender-conscious 
textbooks to change the way we think. Educators will need to cotnpletely overhaul 
and restructure the state standards that our curricultn11 is aligned with. An upheaval 
of the state standards is not necessarily a bad thing, but it will definitely take son1e 
tin1e. Until then, teachers will need to continuously reinforce the curriculun1 with 
outside materials that introduce the contributions of both tninorities and fetnales. 
There are specific strategies that a teacher can use to encourage a tnore gender 
and race-neutral schooling environn1ent. Sotne of the ideas that teachers can use are: 
self-assessn1ent - or checking to n1ake sure that a teacher doesn't inadvertently favor 
one sex (also known as the hidden curricultun) . Teachers need to be tnindful of the 
ways they give feedback to students to ensure that their expectations are clear and fair 
for all. Teachers need to also be aware of any gender or race segregation taking place 
in the classroon1. For exan1ple, if he or she n1ay unknowingly be pitting boys against 
girls . Educators tnust also carefully select classrootn literature and, perhaps, 
encourage students to exan1ine n1aterials and find their own roots of bias . 55 
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Yet another option that is being contetnplated, is single-sex classrootns 
where gender bias, is thought, to be elin1inated all together, in regards to any 
preferential treattnent towards one specif1c sex. The tnentality is that single-sex 
classroon1s will allow girls to thrive in an enviro1n11ent where they are not afraid to 
speak out or break free of pre-existing stereotypes .  The benefits of single-sex 
schooling, though, have not been proven or stood up under closer exan1ination in 
countries where single-sex schooling is the nonn. For exmnple, in countries who 
utilize this type of educational environn1ent there is not a consistently higher fen1ale 
progression rate versus retention rate and, secondly, these countries do not have 
higher enrolln1ents in the nun1ber of girls taking nontraditional courses (n1ath and 
science) .  56 There are other argtnnents against gender-separate instruction. First, 
researchers believe that a n1ajority-fen1ale classroon1, which was "supposedly n1ore 
nurturing for girls . . . would water down the curricuhun. "57 After all is said and done -
why bother 11dth single-sex education ?[there are no known benefits? 
Although there is a renewed stress given to fetnale and tninority education-
how has this in1pacted the n1ajority white tnale population? Starting in the n1id-
1 990 ' s, the focus has been on the quality of fetnale education: 
''An overemphasis on serving girls n1ay be having a serious impact on the 
education of boys . . .  The feminist movement has left boys struggling to 
'determine their identity as men, as students, and as participants in 
I · • n58 nstory. · 
Has our struggle to bring to light the contributions of wotnen throughout history and 
the battle for equity that rages on everyday across An1erica' s classroon1s really had an 
adverse affect on n1ale students? This is an issue that n1any educators are dealing 
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with today. Have our schools beenfenzinized to the point that boys are begim1ing to 
regress? 
Sotne researchers and educators do show resistance towards gender equality. 
Son1e believe that there is very little the school can do to achieve a gender-neutral 
classroon1 when there is other, son1etilnes more powerful, factors at work: gender 
socialization, differences in developn1ent, cultural backgrounds.  59 Also, son1e 
teachers seen1ed to believe that it was the girls then1selves who are responsible for the 
gender divisions occurring in school. 60 How are won1en and n1inorities supposed to 
move forward if the very people that are supposed to be helping thetn, teachers 
specifically, actually have little faith in what these girls are capable of achieving? 
There are several factors that irnpede tninority fetnale success within the 
classroon1 - but what factors lead to the success of urban African Al11erican youth'? 
By the thne adolescents get to the ninth grade, tninority students attribute their 
success to one n1ain factor: social support fron1 their classn1ates ,  parents, teachers, 
close friends and school administrators.6 1  Student' s who have these social support 
systen1s, have better grades and a better record of behavior. Along with this social 
support systen1, a conscious effort to n1ini1nize gender bias within the classrootn, will 
greatly allow won1en, n1inorities included, to succeed in education. 
The purpose of this study is to uncover areas of acaden1ic bias, specifically in 
regards to African An1erican won1en in the classroon1. There are son1e areas where 
very little research has been done sunounding n1inority fetnales academic success; 
these gaps have been con1pensated with inforn1ation about how these issues plague 
won1en in general. It is the researchers understanding that if an issue or circumstance 
2 1  
within education affects white female students negatively, the satne affect would n1ost 
likely be tnultiplied for n1inority fen1ale students . After con1pleting this research, 
there is n1uch infonnation that will need to be uncovered through field tests and 
educational experiences with n1inority students . This research is of the upn1ost 
hnpotiance in today's schools, as the ntnnber of minority children in Atnerica' s 
schools continues to grow. In 2003, it was reported that n1inority children consist of 
roughly 40% of the total nutnber of students attending school in this country. In large 
urban envirom11ents, however; n1inority students n1ake up over 70% of the 
population. 62 Through this research, educators will be able to better understand how 
to support tninority fen1ales in the classroon1. 
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH: 
WHAT DO WE KNOW & WHERE ARE WE GOING? 
I. Son1e thing's need to change ! 
"You may write 1ne down in history 
With your b itter, twisted lies, 
You: may trod me in the ve1y dirt 
But still, like dust, I'll rise. " 
-Maya Angelou, "Still I Rise" ( 1 978) 1 
Mohandas K. Gandhi, a non-violent spiritual and political leader in India, 
once said:  "We need to be the change we want to see happen. We are the leaders we 
have been waiting for.''2 The education of wo1nen in this county, especially n1inority 
wotnen, has becon1e the stigtna, the blen1ish if you will, on the face of the American 
education systen1. As a nation, we have the ability to fix our wrongs and undo the 
bias educational setting that we have n1istakenly (or tnaybe intentionally) created. 
After all, we, as An1ericans, should have nothing to fear over the idea that, by 
conecting what we have done, we will be etnpowering n1inority won1en and giving 
then1 an equal opportunity within the acaden1ic arena. 
If we want to see a change in the culture of Atnerican education, like Gandhi 
previously stated, we need to start with ourselves- perhaps by opening up a dialogue 
within our classroon1s about racisn1 and sexisn1, perhaps through other n1eans. We 
cannot heal these wounds without, first, addressing the issues sunounding acaden1ic 
bias . Each individual has his or her own Sphere of Influence, or an area in life that 
we directly control;  how, or if, we choose to n1ake a difference in that area is up to us. 
Helping students to understand their racial and gender identities will help thetn to 
becon1e inforn1ed students who can becon1e proactive advocates in their own 
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education. Atnericans have cotne a long way since the days of the one-roon1 school 
house where a teacher could look out over their classroon1 and soundly rest their eyes 
on a classroon1 full of white children. Gone are those days - and good riddance! 
Today is a new day in An1erican education - We need to en1brace it and n1ove 
forward towards a n1ore racial and gender conscious attnosphere in which our 
children can attend school and face no bias or intolerance. 
In order to take a step in the right direction, it is itnportant to know what 
obstacles have already been overcon1e and what still stands in our way. For the 
purpose of this thesis, the struggles encircling minority education will be traced back 
to the era of desegregation in the United States - beginning in Little Rock, Arkansas. 
The integration that happened in 1 957  at Central High in Arkansas paved the way for 
schools across An1erica. Once assitnilation an1ong black and white students occurred, 
a new, subtle bias began to take shape - these new dispositions left African Atnerican 
girls at the botton1; n1aybe left is not the right choice of words, kept n1ight actually 
work better. The new attitudes that surfaced in the 1 95 0 ' s, kept African An1erican 
fen1ale students behind their white peers and, in doing so, has left then1 at the botton1 
of the scholastic pool. Today, over 50  years later, we are still conf1icted with racial 
and gender bias within our schools. 
We can credit tests, and textbooks3 and the "hidden curriculum"4 as being the 
cause of this acaden1ic gap that is occurring in our schools . We can address peer 
pressure, low self-estee1n, acadetnic "self-handicapping,"5 and teen pregnancy6 as the 
culprits behind this injustice. But wait there' s  n1ore - we can't forget socio-econon1ic 
status, and not being perceived as a "threat" by school officials, 7 if that can actually 
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have a negative consequence towards yotmg girls .  There' s  bigotry in race-lingo, 
sex-lingo and every other kind of j argon that 's  spoken within our society. When 
looking at the grand schetne of things, that' s a lot to have on one ' s  plate. There are a 
dozen different reasons why this problen1 exists. How on earth are educators, 
teaching at Ground-Zero, supposed to tackle this issue in their own classrooms? 
II. Black Identity Developtnent 
"It's the fire in my eyes, 
And the flash of my teeth, 
The swing in my waist, 
And the joy in my feet. 
I'm a woman 
Phenomenally. 
Phenomenal won1an, 
That's me. " 
-Maya Angelou, "'Phenotnenal Wotnan, ( 1 978)8 
We n1ust, again, revisit Gandhi, forcing ourselves ,  ±irst, to set an exan1ple of 
the changes we believe tnust take place. In order to be the change, first we need to 
educate ourselves as to what is out there. What have others done in this ±ield of study 
and what conclusions have their finings lead thetn to? Beverly Daniel Tattnn, PH.D., 
the President of Speln1an College, has spent her life researching and studying black 
children' s  racial identity developtnent. As a psychologist and educator, she 
investigates race relations in our nation' s schools. Because of her work with racistn, 
both cultural and institutional, I have chosen to review the findings in two of her 
books: Why are all the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria? and Can We 
Talk About Race? 
One' s own personal identity, who you believe you are and what you truly 
believe you are capable of achieving, is shaped by the world that stnTounds you. 
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There is no sin1ple answer to the question: " Who am I?..., This question gives you the 
irnpression that -vvho you are can be broken down into a very straightforward 
response .  "The answer depends in large part on who the world around me says I am. 
How an1 I represented in the cultural in1ages around n1e? Or an1 I n1issing :fron1 the 
picture altogether?'�9 According to Beverly Tatutn, "identity, ..., is a very complicated 
rnatter, delving deep into topics, such as: the n1ake-up of your fan1ily, history and 
various social contexts. All of these topics plague tninority women, especially 
invisibility. Historical factors work against African Atnerican won1en twofold - first 
they face prejudice, to some degree, for being black and second, they encounter 
unfairness  for being fernale.  Tatun1, through her efforts as a psychologist, has 
atten1pted to confront the issues of African Atnerican identity, which has been, and 
continues to be, shaped, by a nurnber of outside issues .  Tatun1 has been researching 
and testing her thesis for the better part of twenty years - trying to understand racial 
identity developrnent. 
The first chapter of Taturn's outspoken book, Why are all the Black Kids 
Sitting Together in the Cafeteria? begins with a catchy title that sparks your interest: 
''Defining Racism: Can we talk? ..., The book begins in a very straight-forward 
n1anner, by correcting n1isinforn1ation that has circulated about racisn1 and racist 
tenns. By doing this, Tatutn presents her case that social and racial segregation, in 
our lives, still exists. Misinforn1ation is presented to us in a variety of ways on a 
daily basis, through tneans that seetn innocent enough, such as cartoons that poke ftul 
at racial stereotypes, to levels that reach rnoney lending by nationally well-known 
American banks. However racisn1 cotnes across your daily path, blatant or not, these 
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preconceived notions and assutnptions about tninorities have gone on largely 
-cu1challenged in our nation, an enduring legacy of Jin1 Crow-thinking in our country. 
The first racially-charged term that Tahnn defines is prejudice, which can be 
explained as a "preconceived judgn1ent or opinion, usually based on lin1ited 
infonnation . . .  an inescapable consequence of living in a racist society." 1 0  These 
prejudices occur in our thinking, probably not because we specifically want to be 
racist, but because this is something that we have been exposed to throughout our 
lives. For exan1ple, children develop an early understanding of Native An1ericans 
based on the skewed itnages portrayed in Disney' s  Peter Pan, a classic children' s  
n1ovie. It i s  here, through an i1n1ocent childhood filn1, which has becon1e a staple in 
Atnerican youth culture, where racist and biased asstnnptions about a tninority culture 
are planted. As stated before, these beliefs, about the ways in which n1inority cultures 
dress or talk or the foods that they eat, continue to flood our culture, relatively free of 
objection. 
Cultural racis1n and internalized oppression, two tenns which explain how 
and why racist ideologies take shape, are the next two words that Tatun1 chooses to 
def1ne. Cultural racism focuses on the presumed superiority of whites - any cultural 
in1ages that confin11s the inferiority of blacks and other n1inorities in relation to 
whites .  What attention do the n1edia pay to tninorities? And the attention they do 
give then1 is it one-sided? For exmnple, as you watch the nightly news, the television 
is flooded with itnages of minorities as crilninals .  If these are the itnages that 
At11ericans are presented with on a regular basis ,  it should con1e as no shock that 
Atnerican youth are absorbing these beliefs and that racial bias is playing out in 
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schools across  Alnerica - schools, to a certain extent, act as a tnicrocosm, hnitating 
the culture in which they exist. Cultural racisn1 leads to internalized oppression, or 
"believing the distotied messages about one ' s  own group." 1 1  This cyclical patten1 of 
racisn1 appears to be unstoppable, as if it has a n1ind of its own. The negative in1ages 
that are presented within our culture, through whatever fonn, constantly barrage 
n1inorities until a point is reached when they begin to believe these false pictures 
thetnselves .  This is what has happened to black wotnen, among other tninorities, that 
has caused then1 to fall oti of the so-called educational radar screen and disappear 
into obscurity. Tatun1 comtnents on the cause behind the relative invisibility of 
won1en: "Survival son1etin1es n1eans not responding to oppressive behavior 
directly. � ' 1 2  This statetnent leads readers to believe that because wotnen tend not to be 
as aggressive or as out-spoken as n1en when it con1es to their education, this has 
resulted in the acceptance of female students existing at the bottotn of the acadetnic 
pool. 
A child' s identity developtnent begins at a young age,  during the preschool 
years . "Is your skin brown because you drink too n1uch chocolate n1ilk?" 13  This 
conunent was an attetnpt by a white classmate of the author' s son, to try to tnake 
sense of his dark skin color. Preschool children, Tatun1 notes, are very focused on 
outward appearances .  If young children are going to comment on features, skin color 
is the n1ost prevalent and obvious. The chocolate tnilk theory was an atten1pt by a 
three year old to tnake sense of a noticeable physical ditierence. Questions, like the 
one stated above, are evidence that, even at a young age,  children have already 
lemned that to be white is accepted and nonnal, and to have any other skin color is to 
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be looked at as "difierent." It is dtu·ing this preschool phase, that children lean1 that it 
is hnpolite to con1n1ent on another child' s  race. Tatun1 clain1s that there is nothing 
wrong with describing sotneone by the color of his or her skin. For exan1ple, if you 
are pointing out the only African Alnerican girl in a crowd, it is not rude to describe 
the child by the color of his or her skin. Many White parents want their children to be 
"colorblind,' '  where they don't ask questions about race, but when they are silenced 
time and tiine again, their questions don't go away, they just lean1 that it is frowned 
upon to talk about race. It is early on in these classroorns or in these parent-child 
conversations that children learn to believe that one race is better then the other and 
that they had better not talk about or con1n1ent on race in public . This starts the 
discovery and understanding of one' s own racial and gender identity developtnent. 
The ideas that begin here, can pave the way for bigoted thinking later on in life .  
As we continue to  n1ove through school, racial identity developtnent changes 
fron1 preschool to adolescence. Tattu11 notes that racial clustering' s, within the 
cafeteria, begin to develop around the sixth and seventh grades she credits this with 
the onset of puberty. During this tin1e, African An1erican children begin to ask 
thetnselves "Who am I? .., This, in tum, leads to thoughts about (( What does it mean 
to be black? " More so than white children, black children struggle with racial 
identity in their teens. According to Tatutn, this is a result of messages they receive 
fron1 the people around then1. During adolescence, the racist and sexist n1essages that 
students are bombarded with greatly increase. This is why black children think of 
thetnselves in ten11s of their race; these are the signals that they receive fron1 the rest 
of the world - you are black f1rst, which is not good, and a child second. This 
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realization has a profound effect on children - often leaving most black children to 
value the lifestyles of the don1inant culture and to devalue their own culture. 
For teenage black girls, identity developtnent, attetnpting to flnd out who you 
are as an individual and who you are as a n1en1ber of society, can be n1et with son1e 
very disheartening answers . The images that are presented to the outside world 
involve son1eone who is a high school drop-out, a young unwed teenage n1other, 
perhaps battling a drug addiction and AIDS or sotneone who sufiers fron1 dmnestic 
violence. It n1ust be difficult for these girls to resist the stereotypes that are believed 
about then1 and not feel underrated as an individual. Tatum contends that for tnany 
n1inority girls who live in n1ajority white con1n1unities, they do not becon1e aware of 
these biases until right around the tilne of pubetiy. It is when these yotmg girls begin 
to take an interest in boys and start to date, usually finding the dating pool nearly 
empty, that they begin to understand how the world views thetn. Tatun1 quotes social 
scientists Bonnie Ross Leadbeater and Niobe Way, as they counter the typical beliefs 
sunotmding n1inority wotnen: "" . . .  Yet, despite the risks inherent in economic 
disadvantage, the n1aj ority of poor urban adolescent girls do not flt the stereotypes 
that are made about them. "14 This is the reality that n1any tninority young girls n1ust 
face - an untrue stereotype that chips away at their self-worth. 
Tatum speaks about what it is like to have n1ultiple identities, for exmnple, 
belonging to a n1inority group and being fetnale. People in these categories, face 
even greater fom1s of oppression, associated with racistn, sexisn1 and anti -Setnitistn. 
The African AI11erican wotnan is trapped in an identity that the n1aj ority culture has 
created for her. "'Dotninant groups," Tatutn writes, " 'by definition set the parmneters 
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within which the subordinates operate." 1 5 It is not the 1nen1bers of the groups 
then1selves that create and fon11ulate their own identity; it is those around the 
tninority individual that shapes these presutnptions. For example, throughout history, 
whites have been seen as n1ore intelligent than blacks, due in large part to the creation 
of and the widespread use of the Binet-Sin1on Intelligence Test. This test, developed 
at the tum of the Twentieth-Century, favored a Eurocentric n1odel of education. 16 
The tnaj ority group claims that the inferior group is incapable or unable to perfonn a 
task; these ideas and beliefs are passed down through generations and they are 
internalized until the targeted group finds it nearly itnpossible to escape these 
presun1ptions or have any confidence in their own abilities. This is evident today in 
the scholastic interests of women in schools across An1erica. Young wotnen have 
been force fed the beliefs that they are inferior in n1ath skills and, therefore; they have 
been streamlined into htunanities-based careers . 1 7  This is an exmnple of how people 
with n1ultiple identities have been exploited to the point of inten1alized oppression. 
It is at this point in a black child' s life, where we can see a shift in 
behaviorisn1s .  Instead of a need to be accepted by the don1inant culture, we see a 
need to be understood, which n1ost often is by peers who belong to the smne racial 
group. This is where we begin to ask ourselves :  ' ' Why are all the black kids sitting 
together in the cafeteria? .., Each student has a need to be accepted and have their 
thoughts and perspectives understood. Minority students rely on other students who 
share sin1ilar histories to provide support. This leads to the creation of what has been 
ten11ed, an ' ' oppositional identity. ))18 This new adversarial approach helps young 
black students to protect their tl·agile identity from racisn1. This distinct identity, 
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leads 1ninority teens to en1phasize certain forms of speech, dress  and music that do 
not belong to white An1erica - after all, to "act white is negatively sanctioned" 
[within the African American cotntnunity] .19 So what is "Blackness ·'·' ? Those who 
fall into this category follow specific styles of dialect, clothing, and listen to certain 
genres of tnusic and only patiicipate in certain extracurricular activities .  What is 
in1portant in adolescent developn1ent is security - Feeling secure in school, with your 
peers and with your teachers and feeling secure about your race, your identity and 
who you are becon1ing. If your teenage years are spent grappling over who you are, 
your adult years are, to some extent, a continuation of that process. 
The black tables in the n1iddle school and high school cafeterias across 
America, also 1nake an appearance in the adult business world. Even in the work 
place, black adults will still cluster together at the cafeteria tables, 1naybe because 
they seek a sense of belonging or tnaybe, it is an instinct that they have carried with 
then1 since the need for that first all-black table in their n1iddle school cafeteria .  The 
continuation of this phenomenon suppo1is the ideology that people, throughout their 
lives, need a support-systen1 which is often tin1es found in those of the san1e race. 
Racial identity developn1ent follows us throughout our lives and greatly affects the 
relationships we forn1 and how we view ourselves in relation to the outside world. 
In her epilogue, Beverly Daniel Tatu1n quotes W.E.B . DuBois' classic text, 
"The Soul 's of Black Folk ' ' - "The problen1 of the Twentieth Century is the problen1 
of the color line. "20 Although this statetnent was tnade in 1 903 , one hundred and 
seven years ago, there is an unfortunate truth that ren1ains present in today' s world. 
The '"color line" that DuBois spoke ot� has 1norphed into the gender/color line for 
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African An1erican wotnen in the United States. How, then, do we tackle this color 
line that is dividing An1erican culture? How do we atten1pt to undo what has been 
done, for so many years? A decade after her f1rst grotmdbreaking book, Tatun1 is still 
trying to address  the racial forces that are segregating children in schools all across 
Alnerica. 
In Beverly Daniel Tatun1 ' s  second book, Can We Talk About Race? And 
Other Conversations in an Era of School Resegregation, she stirs discussions 
surrounding issues, such as : the resegregation of our schools, how school curricula 
needs to be developed to include all cultures ,  the challenges faced by cross-racial 
friendships, and biased standardized testing. Tatun1 was bon1 in 1 954,  just a few 
n1onths after the historic protnise of Brown V. Board of Education, which prohibited 
the "separate but equal" facilities for blacks and whites .  "Separate but equal" n1ade it 
legal for states to provide higher quality schools for white students, train teachers who 
taught in white school districts better and offer sn1aller class sizes to those white 
teachers . Although the Brown Supretne Couti decision was tneant to end school 
segregation once and for all, both state and federal courts quietly worked to weaken 
and corrode this court ordered desegregation throughout Atnerica. 
Tatun1' s book is broken down into four essays, the first of which is entitled: 
'"The Resegregation of Our Schools and the Affinnation of Identity. "  Within the first 
year of the Brown ruling, the Supren1e Court unden11ined its own decision by 
instructing all lower federal courts to con1ply with separate but equal practices with 
' 'all deliberate speed "21 This can be interpreted as at your awn speed, or SLOW. In 
yet another Supretne Couti case, Milliken V.  Bradley, 1 974, the couti began to 
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overturn son1e of its previous rulings sunounding the desegregation of the nation' s 
schools. In this decision, the Richard Nixon-appointed Supren1e Court stopped all 
busing that crossed districts unless it could be proven that there, indeed, existed racial 
discrepancies between those two school districts. In the Oklahon1a City School 
District a "dual" educational system existed - one for blacks and one for whites, but 
in 1 963  this was ordered unconstitutional . Oklahon1a then decided on a 
"neighborhood zoning plan," which turned out to be largely ineffective because real 
estate was racially segregated by state law. Because this desegregation plan was 
largely unsuccessful, a busing systetn was then put in place that would help to 
achieve racial balance (or so they thought) . In 1 985,  the state retun1ed to the 
neighborhood zoning practices, which was again overtun1ed in 1 989 .  The fickle and 
tun1ultuous past of federal and state sanctioned desegregation, which is evidenced by 
the Oklahon1a City School District, proves the unpredictable nature of our nation 
when it con1es to race relations. 
Although segregation has been legally outlawed, housing patterns across 
A1nerica would prove an alternative story actually exists . According to the 2004 U.S .  
Census :  
( (  . . .  Approximately 67. 4  percent of the [US. population] are non-Hispanic 
White, 14 percent are Hispanic_. 12. 8 percent are Black. 4. 2 percent are Asian 
A1nerican_. 1. �percent are American Indian and 1. 5 percent belong to two or 
more races. · · k �  
This racial diversity is not en1ulated in the housing patten1s across the nation - racial 
clustering still occurs, n1ainly in the Northeast and Midwest. In 2000, blacks and 
Latinos consisted of roughly 76 percent of people who were living below the poverty 
line. Although the nun1ber of white children who clain1 that they often have contact 
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with people belonging to other races, through friendships, conversations, and sports, 
has risen to about 3 0  percent, that still n1eans that son1ewhere in the ballpark of 70 
percent of white children do not have frequent experiences with n1inorities. 23 When 
students attend a high-poverty school they often tin1es will have an adverse acaden1ic 
experience, students who have a negative educational experience, regularly do not 
succeed in college or do not continue on with higher education and, lastly, the 
students who attend these in1poverished schools are usually blacks and other 
111inorities. One of the reasons behind this has been ten11ed "white flight" tron1 these 
itnpoverish schools. The Boston Public School District, for exmnple, had 59,000 
white students in 1 970.  Thirty years later, only 9,300 white students still ren1ained. 
In the New York City School District, the nun1bers are sin1ilar. At several of the area 
high schools, anywhere fron1 9 1 %  to 96% of the student population is represented by 
black and Hispanic students . How do we attetnpt to fix this when neighborhoods are 
racially segregated and schools, because of zoning laws, ren1ain largely segregated, 
too? It is a vicious cycle that continues to at11ict blacks and other tninorities. 
The second essay, entitled: ''Connecting the Dots: How Race in America 's 
Classrooms 4ffects Achievement," focuses on the racist roots of standardized testing. 
In schools today, one of the hot topics on the n1inds of teachers and adn1inistrators is 
closing the "achievetnent gap,' '  which is largely defined as the discrepancy that exists 
between the school perforn1ance of white students and 1ninority students. Alfred 
Binet, who is recognized as creating the flrst intelligence test, said: "The ain1 of 
testing should be to identify children in order to help then1 in1prove, not to place 
labels on then1, which in then1selves ,  could becotne lhniting. "24 However; when the 
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Binet test arrived in An1erica, it was widely-accepted as an intelligence tneasuring 
test. Although it was recognized as an intelligence n1easuring test, it was universally 
tnisused. To stmi, it was assutned that this exam could be the sole 1neasure of 
intelligence, not realizing that test scores cmu1ot represent one single standard of 
aptitude. Second, it was believed that intelligence was inherited and, therefore; racial 
differences n1attered when it catne to a person' s intellect. It is hnportant to keep in 
n1ind that when the first test was created, it did not apply to the san1e people who, 
today, have to take the test. The Binet-Sin1on Intelligence Test, which was created in 
1 905 and revised in 1 9 1 6, had one very serious t1aw in its creation - when it was 
initially tested by students to accurately n1easure one ' s  IQ, there were no African 
A1nericans or other 1ninority groups, including wotnen, present in the satnple.25 
Standardized tests, essentially, were created for white, n1ale, landowning citizens ­
women didn't even have the right to vote yet and blacks were still considered three­
fourths of a n1an by the Census Bureau. Thus was bon1 the first An1erican 
standardized test, replete with racial and gender bias . Knowing this, why do we still 
use this as the single n1easure of intelligence when it con1es to such things as entrance 
exmns for college?. 
The third essay, ' ' What kind of friendship is that? The search for authenticity, 
mutuality, and social transformation in cross-racial relationships, .., 1naintains that the 
success of interracial relationships depends on "race," as a topic, being openly placed 
on the table for discussion and not ignored. As with many other things in a child' s 
life, friendships change when a child reaches adolescence and puberty. Teenagers 
have a cetiain awareness of their own racial group, one that children do not. Feelings 
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begin to en1erge that friends, specifically those who belong to the ''other race, " just 
don't  get it. They don't  understand the developn1ent of your own personal identity. 
When it con1es to a cross-racial friendship, "white people and people of color often 
con1e to the challenge of this connection with very different perspectives. "26 Tatlu11 
references the work of Troy Duster, a sociologist who studied interracial friendships 
at the University of Califon1ia. Duster noted that white students were interested in 
becotning friends through informal means, like patiies .  Black students wanted to 
co1n1ect with whites informal settings, like classroon1 or workshops. The conclusion 
that Duster came to was that African Atnerican students needed whites to see thetn as 
intelligent, hard-working people first, and then 1nake friends second. " [Whites] just 
wanted to be friends - not realizing the ways that tu1exmnined power and privilege 
could in1pede the developn1ent of such friendships ."27 Tatun1 explains that n1inority 
students have confided in her that the reason they prefer highly structured settings is 
because, intentional or not, racial stereotypes en1erge in relaxed situations - this 
causes for a lot of discotnfort that tnany students choose to avoid, if at all possible. If 
interracial friendships choose to try and understand racisn1 and its in1pact on everyone 
involved, perhaps a middle ground can be tnet. 
How can people actually start to close the gap of racisn1? How can people 
chat1ge their perspectives? This is the argun1ent of Tatutn' s fotuih, and final, essay ­
"In Search of Wisdom: Higher Education for a Changing Democracy. )) Higher 
education needs to be fonnatted to tit the new diverse student population that colleges 
and universities are faced with. This change needs to reflect such things as 
integration, social awareness and "interdependence" within co1nn1unities .28 We need 
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to practice this on college cmnpuses throughout Atnerica; if we are to truly challenge 
the retutn of segregation in our schools . Colleges are faced with the enonnous 
responsibility of helping students to question the racial fallacies that they develop as a 
child in eletnentary and secondary school. 
Today, we can see the trend of Atnerica' s schools choosing to resegregate ­
we can see it in the evidence that we still need the existence of historically black 
universities, like Spehnan College, to nurture and educate tninority n1en and wotnen, 
who are not receiving a fair education at other schools. According to Tatun1, if 
students are given the chance to interact with students frotn different racial and ethnic 
backgrounds ,  it is possible to overtun1 a lifetin1e of forced segregation.29 Perhaps 
through the greater integration of our nation' s universities, we can interrupt the 
segregation that occurs in schools or the housing patterns that exist across Atnerica. 
Tatun1 has created, what she calls "The ABC ' s  of Creating a Clitnate of 
Engagen1ent," to help tninority students, especially won1en, have a successful post­
secondm·y experience. The first part of the three-step plan is tem1ed, "Affirn1ing 
Identity." This is essential because n1any young black adults feel left out of the whole 
college experience, largely due to the fact that they are undenepresented on catnpuses 
and because colleges and universities lack cultural centers .  Minority students need a 
safe haven, a safe place for then1 to go when they feel alienated fron1 the rest of the 
student body?0 Becon1ing secure in who you are as an individual and as a student is 
the first step towards post-secondary success. 
The second phase of Tatun1 ' s  ABC 's, focuses on "Building Conu11unity" - In 
a diverse setting this can be a ditl1cult task. The prilnary challenge that tnost post-
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secondary institutions face, is there are not enough "structured opportunities" given 
for this kind of social interaction. Students are not forced to be around each other or 
work with one another in class, so if students are purposefully trying to avoid students 
of the opposite race, it is actually quite easy. Colleges need to create occasions for 
interracial interaction, where any fears, in regards to the ""Other," can be placed on the 
table for discussion - through open-dialogue, Tatun1 notes, we can reflect on 
challenges that are faced and brainstonn ideas to overcotne thetn. 
"Cultivating Leadership" is Tatun1' s final piece to her ABC 's plan. The open­
dialogue in a student fonun should have a student leader, sotneone who has the ability 
and know-how to interact with people fron1 all backgrounds - this will enhance any 
discussions. Courses that are offered, such as the Intergroup Relations Progratn, or 
IGR, at the University of Michigan, should offer students successful strategies to 
think critically and confront varying points of view. Mandated courses, such as the 
IGR Progrmn, create opportunities for students to becon1e involved in breaking racial 
barriers . Beverly Tatun1' s ABC plan, helps minorities  to confront the issues 
itnpacting their sense of "self' and n1ove forward in creating positive self-in1ages and 
genuine interracial relationships that will help to benefit both blacks and whites in 
social and acaden1ic arenas, as well as in the work force. 
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III. Support of Tatun1' s Racial Identity Theory 
' 'The caged bird sings with afearfi4l trill, 
Of things unknown b4t longed for still_. 
And his tune is heard on the distant hill for 
The caged bird sings ojjreedorn. ' '  
-Maya Angelou, "I  Know Why the Caged Bird Sings" ( 1 969)3 1  
� ' We Can 't Teach What We Don 't Know, .. , written by Gary R.  Howard is a 
personal narrative detailing the author' s work with anti-racist educational 
practices. Howard reinforces Beverly Tatutn ' s  clahn that the oppression that 
students face today in the classroon1 is not just the by-product of the language and 
tenninology used by the teacher or other students, or the curricultnn that is 
presented. African An1ericans face an internalized oppression in schools, brought 
about by the historical legacy of black and white relations .32 
Whereas Tatun1 focused on the shared experiences of black identity 
development and how that, in turn, itnpacts education and white perceptions of 
African An1ericans; Howard took a different route by focusing on white identity 
developtnent and how this has lead to racist thinking and actions by white 
teachers within the classroon1. Although not specifically focusing on the san1e 
race, Tatun1' s and Howard' s  studies are intertwined - both arguing that the larger 
outside factors that we experience everyday - language, religion, n1ovies, n1usic, 
relationships, propaganda, etc. - help to shape who we are in our tninds, in 
con1parison to the outside world that we con1e in contact with every day. These 
exten1al factors help to n1old and shape our sense of self and our sense of "'Other." 
This inten1alized oppression, or how one develops a sense of dominance and 
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entitlement towards others is a direct result of "prejudice, stereotyping, 
discrilnination, racisn1, sexisn1 . . .  and social identity theories ."33 
Throughout our lifetitne, we are bombarded with both negative and positive 
ideologies regarding race, which, in tun1, shapes our racial attitudes and our sense 
of identity.34 White' s  need to view thetnselves as an "ethnic'' group, also. All too 
often, white' s  view then1selves as a nothingness, believing that ethnic specitJ.cally 
refers to sotneone else, son1eone of color. By describing then1selves in this 
n1anner, whites have systen1atically cut then1selves off fron1 the benefits of 
tnulticulturallmultiethnic education - by believing that white is not an ethnic 
group. "White people do not see then1selves as being white."3 5 Whites ignore 
their own racial identity, all the while believing that their skin color is superior to 
other cultures and racial groups. 
In explaining the stages of white identity developtnent, Howard cites Beverly 
Daniel Tatun1' s research into black identity developn1ent. The stages in black 
identity developtnent include "pre-encounter, encounter, itnmersion, 
internalization, and inten1alization-con1111itn1ent."36 Whereas blacks lean1 at a 
young age that to be black is wrong, early white identity developn1ent is based on 
racisn1. 37 Howard references Janet E. Hehns, a researcher in the field frmn Boston 
College, who describes six different stages to white identity development ­
Contact, Disintegration, Reintegration, Pseudo-Independence, Immersion­
Emersion and Autonomy. 38 The initial "Contact" phase refers to the initial contact 
white' s  n1ake with "The Other," this is when whites officially begin the "process 
of racial identity developn1ent. "39 The "Disintegration" phase is the tilne when 
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whites acknowledge that they are white and they begin to question their previous 
beliefs of people of color and deserved white privilege. The following phase, 
"Reintegration," refers to a period of regression, when whites en1brace any 
prt;judices or racist beliefs they n1ight have. While n1any whites never leave the 
"'Reintegration'' phase, others enter the next phase - "Pseudo-independence." 
During this tin1e, whites begin to acknowledge their role in racisn1 and racist 
attitudes and begin to question how to be both white and non-racist. Once whites 
begin to question preconceived racist notions, they n1ove on to the 
"Itnn1ersion/Etnersion" phase, which has been described as a tnovetnent away 
fron1 helping blacks and towards helping fellow whites confront their racis1ns and 
undetiake a tnission of self-discovery and identity. Lastly, whites etnbrace 
"Autonon1y,"  where they have created their own racial identity, free of bias or 
bigoted views of race.40 
White identity developn1ent confronts racist attitudes long-held by the white 
majority. For this study, what is in1portant to understand is that white dominance 
has in1pacted black identity developn1ent and scholastic achieven1ent, n1ore often 
than not, in a negative tnanner. However, through the various stages of white 
identity developn1ent it is essential to focus on the possibility of the change that 
lies at the end of the transfonnation - in the "Pseudo-Independence," 
"hnrnersion/En1ersion" and "Autonon1y" stages .  Now, one central question 
lootns ahead - What does this mean for education in America 's classrooms? 
What it n1eans is that, through research on identity developn1ent, educators - both 
white and black - can begin to tnake sense of the attitudes held by different races 
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within the classrootns and how this new understanding can lead to tnore honest, 
unbiased education. At the beghu1ing of his book, Howard quotes Malcoln1 X: 
"We can't teach what we don't know and we can't lead where we won't go ."41 
An1erican educators cmmot n1ove forward against anti-racist educational practices 
in America until they, first, confront their own prejudice attitudes and beliefs. 
Racial identity developn1ent is crucial to understanding the role of race within the 
classrootn. 
Beverly Daniel TatUl l is a leader in the area of black identity develop1nent. 
She has published two books, Why are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the 
Cafeteria? and Can We Talk About Race?, an1ong nun1erous articles in the field 
of race identity development and the effects it can have on Africm1 American 
education. One such article, published in the winter of 2008,  entitled Engaging 
the Restless Pro.fessor: Building the Pipeline to the Presidency with Campus 
Talent, addressed the need for higher education facilities to increase the nun1ber 
of racially diverse Presidents in the United States .42 Another miicle she wrote in 
the spring of 2004, Family Life and School Experience: Factors in the Racial 
Identity Development ofBlack Youth in White Communities, was cited 28 tin1es in 
various educator' s research. The research that she was cited in pertains to 
psychology joun1als, Afiican Atnerican education, segregation, and the inequality 
of black schooling.43 Considering that just one of her articles has been cited by 28 
di±Ierent sources shows that she is considered a leader in her field of study and 
that her research is valuable to the study of black identity developn1ent and 
racistn, intended or not, within the classroom. Eleven yem·s after the first 
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publication of Why are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria?, race 
ren1ains the central con1ponent of her research. Tatun1 also plays a critical role in 
the ongoing research surrounding black identity developtnent, as well as race 
relations in An1erica. Why are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the 
Cafeteria?, has been cited 1 , 1 86 tin1es by authors wishing to contribute to this 
study since 1 998 .  One of her other popular books, Can We Talk About Race?, a 
follow-up book to her 1 997 Black Kids in the Cafeteria book has been cited by 
scholars 25 tin1es since 2005 .44 The fact that two of her books have been 
referenced by other scholars and researchers over a thousand titnes proves her 
authority in the fields of racial identity and race relations. 
IV. Where to fron1 here? 
((I shall be telling this Vtdth a sigh 
Somewhere ages and ages hence: 
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I ­
I took the one less traveled by, 
And that has made all the d{fference ." 
-Robert Frost, '"The Road Not Taken," ( 1 9 1 5)45 
Today' s schools are entering a period of resegregation, where, as a nation, we 
are retun1ing to our racist roots . Although this phenotnenon aft1icts all n1inorities, 
black won1en are continuously caught in the undercurrent and pulled along the botton1 
of the pool - struggling to reach the surface. When and if they are given the 
opportunity to en1erge successful depends on n1ainstrean1 An1erica. Are we ready as 
a nation to give these girls a ±1ghting chance? We are close.  People like Beverly 
Daniel Tatun1, who has dedicated her life to the racial identity developn1ent of 
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APPLICATION: 
BRINGING AFRICA BACK TO THE CENTER OF 
THE WORLD HISTORY ClJRRICULUM 
I. Finally - ' "Instruction That Works" ! 
' 'In white pillared mansions 
Sitting on their wide verandas, 
Wealthy Negroes have white servants, 
White sharecroppers work the black plantations, 
And colored children have -vvhite m,aJnrnies. " 
-Langston Hughes, "Cultural Exchange"1 
As An1erica pulls ahead into the Twenty-First century, there are expanding 
frontiers that we n1ust etnbrace - teclmologically, politically, religiously, culturally 
and acaden1ically, just to nan1e a few. It is sin1ply not possible to not adapt to the 
changes taking place in our country; due, in' large part, to globalization. The United 
States has always boasted our den1ocratic history and diverse population - fron1 the 
very beginning, An1erican colonists were searching for religious t!·eed01n. Freedon1. 
A word found at the core of An1erican society; a belief that we have held on to dearly 
and that has helped to shape the history of the United States .  Atnerica celebrates its 
"melting pot " past, but it is a part of our history that, in son1e arenas, is pushed aside; 
we cannot forget it as we n1ove forward into the future. 
The Social Studies curriculun1 in New York State has retnained largely 
unrevised for the better part of 1 4  years - the Learning Standards were last revised in 
1 996 and the Core Curriculum was last updated in 2002.2 It is aln1ost unbelievable 
that the students graduating high school in June of 20 1 0  have gone through their entire 
educational career, kindergarten through their senior year in high school, being held to 
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the exact san1e Social Studies Learning Standards !  A111ericans have disregarded our 
multicultural past, especially in schools, where this infom1ation should be studied and 
valued. The problen1 is not that the An1erican educational systen1 is failing to educate 
youth; that is not the case at all . It' s the fact that our educational strategies and our 
acaden1ic content falls  short of n1eeting the needs of all of our students. As educators, 
we cannot overlook female contributions in history; nor can we disregard minority 
roles in the developn1ent of An1erican and world affairs. An1erica needs to take a step 
backwards, which is sotnetimes necessary before you can tnove forward, and look at 
who our educational systen1s are servicing today and what exactly we are teaching to 
these children. By doing this,  educators can begin to focus on holistic education, 
where all of the content is accessible to all of the students - if we can achieve this, we 
can achieve educational equality. 
The book Classroon1 Instn1ction That Works : Research-Based Strategies for 
Increasing Student Achievetnent, offers a variety of tnethods that can be utilized by 
teachers to help increase student achieven1ent. Chapter Five of the book is dedicated 
to how to effectively use hotnework outside of the classroom to tnaxim.ize learning 
results within the classroon1. Hon1ework is well-ingrained in the habits of both 
teachers and students in this country, it is a part of education that students becotne 
accuston1ed to starting as early as grade school. Now, the obstacle that lay' s before 
educators is how to tun1 hotnework into a productive and tneaningful oppottunity for 
students to lean1. Classroon1 Instruction that Works otTers a few ways that will guide 
teachers to fully tnake use of hmnework to increase lean1ing results. 
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Robert Marzano, Debra Pickering and Jane Pollock, authors of Classrootn 
Instruction that Works, have researched criteria to help advise teachers on how to 
appropriately utilize hotnework in the classroom. To begin, "the arnount of homework 
assigned to students should be differentfi·o;n elernental'y to rniddle school to h igh 
school . .... 3 The reasoning behind this is that studies have proven that students gain 
relatively little percentile points when they are assigned hon1ework at the eletnentary 
level, grades 4-6 .  As students progress to middle school, they gain roughly 12  
percentile points and at the high school level,  hon1ework helps to  produce a gain of  24 
percentile points. These findings have led n1any educators to conclude that there is no 
strong relationship between hon1ework given at the elen1entary level and student 
achievetnent. This, of course, does not n1ean that hotnework should be overlooked 
entirely in the elen1entary grades ;  on the contrary, it helps students to build the habits 
that will help thetn to becotne good lean1ers later in schooL By assigning hmnework, 
students develop invaluable skills that establish the necessary routines students need 
for success in their later eletnentary years, grades four through six. Teachers need to 
keep in n1ind that hon1ework given should not be expected to drastically raise grades 
at this point, instead it is given to introduce kids to the idea of  hotnework and foster 
the dispositions students will need to be successful in school. 4 
The second piece of criteria that teachers should keep in mind is that: up arent 
involvement in homework should be kept to a minimum. ' '  5 While sotne school 
districts follow a policy that requires parents to be heavily involved in their child' s  
hon1ework, the authors o f  Instruction that Works have researched the e±Iects parents 
can have on their children when they are expected to be actively involved in nightly 
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hotnework assignments. Parents should absolutely be familiarized with the classroon1 
hon1ework policies and notified when their child has received hon1ework, but research 
indicates that there can be ' "son1ewhat negative effects when parents are asked to help 
students with hon1ework . . .  parents should be careful, however, not to solve content 
probletns for students ."6 Out of what may appear to be good intentions, a parent' s 
involven1ent in hon1ework n1ay cripple their child' s ability to work independently to 
solve problen1s . 
Lastly, teachers, as well as students need to be aware of the overall purpose of 
the hotnework assignment given and, when homework is given, it is essential that a 
teacher provide son1e kind of feedback on the work that was done. There are two very 
basic reasons for assigning hotnework, the first is to provide the student with 
additional practice outside of the classroon1 and, secondly, to introduce students to 
new content tnaterial that will be clarified in class .  Hotnework; however, is not used 
as a n1eans of creating "in-depth understandings" of the content. The overall effects of 
homework can vary greatly depending largely on how it is evaluated by the teacher. 
The con1n1ents a teacher either chooses to include on the assessn1ent, or otnit 
altogether, effects the value a student places on the assigntnent and how tnuch they, 
ultin1ately, get out of it. Hon1ework that is assigned but not con1n1ented on yields 
only an 1 1  point percentile gain for students. On the other hand, hotnework that is 
retun1ed to students with teachers' con1n1ents produces a 3 0 point percentile gain. 7 
When assigning hotnework to supplen1ent what is done inside the classroom, it is 
in1perative that teachers and students understand the intention of the actual assigm11ent 
that it is returned in a titnely manner and that teaches give students constructive 
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criticisn1 and feedback on returned hotnework assig1m1ents .  8 By following these 
strategies ,  teachers can help to ensure that the tin1e taken to con1plete hon1ework 
assigntnents will help to produce the greatest results with our students . 
A second, equally effective rnethod that teachers can en1ploy in the classroon1 
to help students understand and internalize content is to use a variety of both linguistic 
and non-linguistic representations as a way of helping students grasp new inforn1ation. 
Non-linguistic teaching methods can accornpany and help to balance out traditional 
linguistic education, usually found through lecture or book reading, used as a way to 
introduce n1aterial. Throughout the 1 980 ' s  and 1 990 ' s, as non-linguistic teaching 
becan1e n1ore popular, there were several studies done to showcase the percentile gains 
of children who were taught using non-linguistic techniques. The percentile gains 
ranged anywhere fron1 1 9  points, fron1 a study con1pleted in 1 980, all the way to 40 
points, from a study completed nine years later in 1 989 .9 Regardless of which 
percentile figure is n1ost accurate, each nun1ber represents a large jun1p fron1 standard 
linguistic n1ethods. It seetns aln1ost silly as a teacher not to introduce non-linguistic 
approaches to students as a way to off-set conventional education. 
There are a variety of activities for teachers to help "enhance the development 
of nonlinguistic representations in students and, therefore, enhance the understanding 
of that content." 1 0  One way for teachers to implement non-linguistic rnethods in the 
classroon1 is  by using graphic organizers to help record infon11ation. Graphic 
organizers use both a linguistic and non-linguistic approach to help student' s record 
inforn1ation and show relationships that exist between different topics and/or ideas. 
Some of the different organizers help students to label facts about people, places or 
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events (Descriptive Patterns),  put events in chronological order (Time-Sequence 
Patten1s ) ,  analyze outcon1es (Cause-Effect Patterns) ,  record basic who, what, where, 
why and when infonnation (Episode Patten1s) or basic organizers to help them label 
general exan1ples that have to deal with different exan1ples or phrases that relate to a 
tnain topic (Concept Patterns ) .1 1  
Yet another non-linguistic representation that can be used in class requires 
students to build physical models .  For example, this is a tneasure used in tnany math 
and science classroon1s and is  con1n1only referred to as using "tnanipulatives." 
Students can also be asked to generate mental itnages, which can help students to 
place then1selves in son1eone else ' s position and can aid in culturally responsive 
teaching. This is something that is important in social studies education, a student' s 
ability to en1pathize or appreciate past cultures .  The book offers a very descriptive 
and detailed exatnple using Native Americans and early European explorers, trying to 
evoke feelings of puzzlen1ents as these two very di±Terent peoples encounter one 
another for the first tin1e. 12 The chapter otTers several other tnethods for using non­
linguistic approaches in the classroon1, graphic organizers and n1ental pictures are two 
tnethods that work very well in a social studies classrootn, regardless of the specific 
grade and age of the student. 
The strategies offered in Classrootn Instruction that Works, give educators a 
wealth of researched data and findings to help support student lean1ing within the 
classroon1. Fron1 how to effectively utilize hotnework to strategies on how to 
incorporate linguistic and non-linguistic elen1ents into everyday lean1ing, this book 
supplies teachers with teaching n1ethods that have been researched and studied by 
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leading educators . Adopting n1any of these strategies in the classroon1 will, no doubt, 
help to increase the lean1ing of all students within the classroon1. 
II. Teaching Methodology 
"This is brought to us peculiarly when . . .  we face our past as a people. 
There has come to us . . .  a realization of that past, of which for long years we have 
been shamed, for which we have apologized We thought nothing could come out 
of that past which we wanted to remember; which we wanted to hand down to our 
children. Suddenly this same past is taking on form, color and reality, and in a ha(f 
shamejc1ced way we are beginning to be proud of it. ' '  
-Langston Hughes, "Criteria ofNegro Art" 13  
After looking at "best practices," it is in1portant to look at exen1plar n1odels of 
these theories and practices that help to bring education, no n1atter how inaccessible 
the curricuhun, to all students. It is necesary, as we will see 1nodeled through two 
teachers, that the curriculunlfeature , not marginalize n1inority students 14 The book, 
( (The Dreamkeepers, " '  written by Gloria Ladson-Billings, showcases Atm Lewis and 
Julia Deveroux, who both teach in inner-city, diverse classroon1s, and their successful 
and varied teaching practices within the classroon1. These two wotnen, regardless of 
race, Lewis is white and Deveroux is black, serve as two exen1plar teachers whose 
strategies help to boost the success rate of the 1ninority students in their classroo1ns. 
Since the twentieth century, progress has often been directly related to literacy 
levels .  Throughout history, a high literacy level is representative of a n1ore advanced 
civilization, the san1e is true today. When taking into account the racial and 
tnulticultural tnakeup of today' s urban schools, a "cultural fratnework for literacy 
n1ust be considered."1 5 The task has fallen upon educators to n1ake literacy education, 
or any core subject, more wotihwhile for Africm1 Atnerican students. The two 
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teachers tnentioned previously, Ann Lewis and Julia Devereux, have both created very 
successful, very n1eaningful classroon1s for their students in notably different ways. 
Each teacher is able to inspire learning in her students and this feat, after all, is what 
education is all about - fon11ing and building connections with students while at the 
san1e tin1e ilnpressing upon thetn the hnpotiance of education. 
A1u1 Lewis, who lives and teaches in a largely black con1n1unity, did not take a 
classic route to education when she started teaching. In fact, it was not uncotmnon for 
her to be questioned by her peers about whether or not she was truly teaching anything 
because she had deviated fl·on1 the traditional rote memorization of content n1aterial, 
supplen1ented, of course, by a stack of senseless worksheets . 1 6 Other teachers, as well 
as adtninistration, were begim1ing to wonder if education was taking place because it 
appeared as if the students were not working hard. On the contrary, the students in 
Lewis '  classroon1 were being asked to perfonn far harder tasks, such as n1aking key 
co1n1ections between the course n1aterial and real-life n1atters that affected the 
children, role-play scenarios, and reference specific sections of the brain, state what 
each section is used for and relate it back to different taxonon1ies and lean1ing styles . 1 7 
In A1n1 Lewis ' classroom, students actively patiicipated in their education and 
uncovered the long-buried confidence they needed to succeed. 
Julia Devereaux is another teacher who has devoted her life, like Lewis, to the 
success of the students in her classroon1. lJnlike Lewis ,  Devereaux has prescribed a 
"no-nonsense ,  no-fl·ills approach to teaching atld lean1ing. "1 8  She etnploys very 
classic and very structured teaching tnethods in her classroon1. In her literacy class, 
she etnphasizes phonics education, instead of whole-lat1guage lea111ing. Devereaux 
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engages in a drill-like procedure when it con1es to actually learning the sounds and the 
words associated with phonics education. The class repeats the sounds of the letters 
after the teacher, tapping on the desk to the rhytlnn of the drill . Throughout the drill, 
Devereaux calls on n1any different students to put into their own words the definitions 
of the words they are repeating. The observer of this lesson reveals that the student 
phonics-drill appears to be "scripted," and is a considerably different approach fron1 
Ann Lewis '  classroom. Devereaux' s teclmique builds student confidence in their 
ability to sound-out and pronounce difficult words; therefore, heightening their 
courage to actually read. At 9 : 00 a.tn. everything in her classrootn cotnes to a halt and 
it is tin1e for independent reading. By stressing the in1portance of this task over n1ost 
other classroon1 business, Devereaux has set the standard for the ilnportance of 
reading in her classroon1 a titne that her students take very seriously. By 
encouraging students to read and increasing their conf1dence, Julia Devereaux has 
been able to reach even her n1o st difficult students and curb behavior problen1s in her 
classroo1n. 19 Although Ann Lewis and Julia Devereaux operate very differently in 
their classroon1s, the { 'best practices " that these two wmnen in1plen1ent, demonstrate 
teaching methodologies that work in diverse classroon1s. 
Vivian Gussin Paley is another teacher whose unique n1ethodologies challenge 
society's  tightly-held status quo, regarding the litnited abilities of African Atnerican 
students within the classroon1. In her published n1en1oir, entitled "White Teacher," 
Paley confronts existing biases head-on through an exmnination of her own prejudices 
and her approach to education is to cultivate a classroon1 full of students who are able 
to be successful beyond school, despite racial difierences. 20 While schools across 
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Atnerica are becotning increasingly segregated, Paley is looking to holistically educate 
students - to teach then1 traditional acaden1ics, as well as to teach students ope1n1ess, 
fairness and to be sensitive. Paley' s tnission to alleviate racistn in the classrootn, 
developed out of an incident at school dating all the way back to 1 973 .  The 
circtnnstance in question revolves around a parent-teacher conference in which the 
parent clain1ed that the black boys are singled out over the white boys, and that 
teachers rarely acknowledge the thoughts of black students in the classroo1n.2 1  The 
teachers at the n1eeting clain1ed that all students were treated fairly at the school; 
however, this affinnation of an existing prejudice in the school by the parents, stuck 
with Paley. The teachers retreated fron1 this tneeting, feeling defeated, and Paley 
began to ask herself - ' (Arn !fair to the black children? - "22 
Instead of  focusing on the believed deficiencies of African Atnerican students, 
Vivian Gus sin Paley began to focus on herself as the prhnary culprit behind this 
existing discrin1ination. By evaluating herself, her own beliefs and prejudiced 
practices, Paley was able to tackle the hidden cuniculum within her classromn. It is 
not easy, she writes ,  to conduct a study of oneself and point out your own 
shortcotnings as an educator. However, it is a necessary step to take to challenge your 
own practices to help create a fair envirotn11ent for all students. 23 As Paley surveyed 
her teaching career, she noticed a reoccuning theme in her classroom, that she wanted 
all of her students to be "colorblind' '  ignoring race con1pletely.24 In an effort to 
show respect to all races, Paley con1pletely ignored race and treated her black students 
as if they were white students and n1ade no co1n1ections to their lives outside of 
school .  She was the white teacher who was viewed as an "outsider" by her students 
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and their fan1ilies, the white won1an who was afraid to acknowledge that there were 
actually different races in the classroon1. 25 Paley was able to con1e to ten11s with the 
idea of race in her classroom through discussions about what it' s like to be "different." 
Through open-dialogue she was able to prepare herself and her students for the 
differences that existed mnong the students within her classroom. 
III . Cuniculum Developtnent 
Tell Me 
Why should it be rny loneliness, 
Why should it be my song, 
TVhy should it be my dream 
Deferred 
Overlong? 
-Langston Hughes ( 1 958)26 
It is itnperative that we, as educators, begin to look at specific ways in which to 
n1ove beyond Eurocentrisn1 in Social Studies education. In a nation that has created 
and sustained a very European slant on history, it is difficult to break the tnold of 
education that has serviced all An1ericans for the better part of fifty-five years . Let' s 
just say that an overhaul of the cuniculutn was possible and Americans were receptive 
to the idea - How would social studies edttcation look different if it actually featured 
Africa as a starting point? One thing is for sure, a task like this is asking educators to 
step outside of their con1fort zone, to address racial topics and give credit to world 
civilizations that existed outside ot� and before, the tin1e of European domination. The 
undertaking of this n1ission has been steadily gaining stean1 throughout acaden1ia for 
the last few years. 
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One such article, ��Putting Africa in World Histmy and Vice Versa, " written by 
Erik Gilbert and published in World Histmy Connected in tnid-2009, makes the 
argutnent that the African perspective is absent fron1 the study of world history and 
that African scholars have left out of African history the larger, global issues taking 
place. In each of these cases, historians are failing to connect the influence Africa had 
on broader world issues and, frotn the opposing viewpoint, the itnpact the world had 
on Africa, to global curriculun1s. Africa is being treated as a con1pletely isolated 
continent, existing outside of the larger global happenings .27 In a sin1ilar atiicle 
published in the san1e volun1e of World History Connected, "So Many Africa 's, So 
Little Tinze : Doing Justice to Africa in the World History Survey, " ' Jonathan T.  
Reynolds exan1ines the reasons for Africa' s n1inin1al inclusion in world history 
studies .  A popular belief is that Africa wasn't really part of the historical world and, 
as such, has been left out of broader global con1paratives.28 In any of these 
circtunstances, Africa is excluded fron1 the larger scope of global history. 
African scholars, Gilbert writes,  are faced with the "problen1 [that] Africa' s 
exclusion from world history has becotne an uncontested, a priori assutnption in the 
field."29 The reason' s behind Africa' s on1ission fron1 global studies has been 
neglected; Africa ren1ains tnunentioned, except for the opening chapters of the first 
unit when students discuss early hun1an origins during the Paleolithic Age .  Africans 
are also left out of the sweeping globalization taking place across the world during the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries .  Recent scholarship has den1onstrated that Africa, 
like the European continent, developed such characteristics of a civilization as states, 
en1pires, trading routes, and n1ajor religions . Why then, is  Africa increasingly 
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retnoved frotn historical literature? Or, as Gilbert argues,  the argutnent is not whether 
Africa is excluded frotn history; it is what parts are left out? For exan1ple, ' 'Putting 
Afl-ica in World History ,.. writes that many topics sunounding Africa are, in fact, 
included in the curriculun1. Topics such as : African origins of hu1nanity, Bantu 
expansion, Nile River Valley civilizations (tnost often overlooked as being a pmi of 
Africa), the rise of Ghana and Mali, Great Zin1babwe, the slave trade, European 
itnperialism and African resistance to colonization. 30 If these are the prin1m·y topics 
that schools are teaching about Africa, what are students actually learning about 
Africa' s  diverse past? The answer is, little to nothing. 
Another book that sheds light on the absence of Africa in An1erican 
curricultuns is Molefi Kete Asante' s  book, { iAn Afrocentric Man�festo . ..., Afrocentristn 
is a tricky topic to incorporate into social studies education; however, it is nevertheless 
ilnperative that it is done. Asante clearly outlines the foundation of Afrocentrisn1, how 
it is n1isunderstood in relation to tnulticulturalisn1, and the challenges it faces in both 
schools and the broader American society . .L{frocentrism, Asante explains, allows 
historians to present history fron1 the perspective of Africans, their history and their 
culture. 3 1  The developtnent of the principles of the idea of Afrocentrism first cmne 
into place in the 1 93 0 ' s  in Carter G. Woodson's  book, ' ' The Miseducation of the 
Negro. '-'32 Woodson argued that blacks had been educated into believing that Africa 
only existed in history through the lens of Europeans, void of their own custon1s and 
traditions. The probletn revolves around how to appropriately bring AfHca into the 
curriculun1, especially in predotninantly white An1erica. 
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At the risk of the "cultural death" of the African Alnerican, black students 
cmn1ot assun1e that they were ever in the san1e historical positions as the Europeans, to 
assun1e this or be taught this would be to grossly misinfonn students of the realities of 
history. A cornplete restructuring of the social studies curriculm11, to one that aligns 
tnore to an Afrocentric ideology, would be difficult, but not itnpossible. The first step 
should be to exatnine teacher pedagogy, which n1ore often than not, overlooks 
tninority values and interests, and focus on how to teach holistically so that no culture 
or race is  devalued in the process .  "What is necessary," writes Asante, "is a pedagogy 
that has interrogated African cultures and experiences for best practice. As far as I atn 
concen1ed, ' centricity, '  is one avenue for seeking best practice."33 There are 1nany 
different ways to incoqJorate African history into the curriculutn, by creating a 
curriculurn where Africa is placed at the center, is just one way Asante suggests to 
educators to tackle the probletn. 
' 'An Afl�ocentric Man{festo, )) argues that the n1ajority of society clutches onto a 
white supremacist attitude and; therefore, white supremacist education has developed 
in A111erica. The Eurocentric acadetnic content taught in schools across  the country 
serves to help protect the advantage that whites hold in politics and education, which 
in turn, leads to an econotnic superiority, too . 34 White children have already surpassed 
African American children by the end of the first grade, due in large part to the "safety 
shield" created by the curriculun1 and, because of this, blacks are developing an 
inferiority cotnplex. 3 5 In order to challenge ignored and overlooked racist education, 
as traditional history told fron1 a white perspective can be viewed, schools should 
begin the shift towards Afrocentric education, which can help to alleviate the 
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marginalization that blacks, Latinos, Asian Americans and Native Americans, to na1ne 
a few, often face .  
IV. Retun1ing Africa to the Center of World History Classes 
' 1Nkosi Sikelel 'i  Afrika _,, 
(Lord, Bless Africa) 
-African National Congress ( 1 925)36 
Africa has been slighted in world history, there is no doubt about that; now the 
question revolves around how to incorporate an African perspective into global history 
classrootns? This tnight be a difficult task, considering that even as late as the 1 960 ' s, 
it was taught that Africans still lived in tribes and were n1ere hunters and gatherers. 
These tribes, it was believed, survived unchanging and inactive. The sources of early 
African history that anthropologists relied on were prin1ary docun1ents written by 
Arabs and Europeans. Herein lies the problen1. Early accounts of Africans are based 
on foreign writings and interpretations, people who discredited African civilizations 
and peoples. Historical education is based off of these interpretations; in order to 
include a different perspective of African history, educators need to search out other 
ways to teach the topic of Africa. First, scholars need to exan1ine and use "other, non-
docutnentary types of evidence" and second, "they [need] to begin to see Africans as 
historical actors rather than passive recipients of change fron1 external sources."37 
It is sin1ply not enough to focus on African interactions with the non-African 
world, historians and educators need to take it a step further by shedding light on the 
various African innovations and accon1plishn1ents, such as early developn1ent of iron 
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tnaking, African involvement in the Atlantic slave trade and early colonial 
encounters .  38 By taking the en1phasis off of African relationships with non-African 
peoples, which is the point of view the curriculum has always asstnned, educators can 
n1ove towards an en1phasis on African achievement. One way to tackle this problen1 is 
to sub-divide the rn1it on Africa. Instead of teaching Africa in its entirety as a single 
unit, we can highlight these cross-cultural achievetnents and interactions by treating 
the topic as if there are multiple Africa' s - East, West, Central, Southern, Northern 
and the Horn. This will bring an end to disputes over whether or not the Egyptians are 
truly African and this will ensure that the cultural and historical in1portance of all of 
Africa is fully incorporated into the curriculm11.39 Jonathan T.  Reynolds n1akes a 
sitnilar argun1ent, he writes :  There are . . .  what appear to be several difl'erent 'Afhcas ' 
that compete for attention in world history classrooms. "40 The distinct Africa' s that 
Reynolds references are different frotn the African regions that Gilbert presents . First, 
Reynolds believes that when addressing the different "notions of Africa," a teacher is 
responsible for educating students on any tnisconceptions that exist. According to 
Reynolds, there are five different Africa' s worthy of study within the classroonl ­
Primitive/Static Africa (tnost enduring African stereotype), Exotic A.frica (What is 
unique about African settings and societies?), Environmental Africa (n1odification of 
the enviromnent), Broken A.frica (a conflicted region of the world) and Utopian A.lrica 
(the assun1ption of an African unity). 41 
There are two tnethodologies Gilbert proposes that will help to bring AfHca 
into a global light; the first is a focus on intra-African con1parisons. By con1paring 
empires and kingdotns that existed within Africa, such as when and how an empire 
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was founded and its expansion, historians can 1nake the case that comparisons between 
African kingdon1s can be history too ,  not just con1parison between African and foreign 
etnpires. The second 1nethod is to view Africa '"as a historically and culturally 
diverse" place. If historians and educators can en1phasize that Africa is as culturally 
diverse as Asia, specifically the Mongols and the Chinese, for exmnple, than intra-
African con1parisons between different groups of people would be legit in the eyes of 
the global curriculun1. By utilizing these two 1nethods, teachers could help to 1nake 
Africa a better fit within the expansive global curriculun1.42 
V .  Pilot Study - Bias towards won1en & n1inorities in the classroon1 
''Pile on the black man 's burden, 
His wail with laughter drown, 
You 've sealed the Red man 's problem, 
And will take up the Brown. 
-H.T Johnson ( 1 899)43 
A. Applications and Evaluations 
The prin1ary goal of this research was to uncover any existing biases in the 
classroon1 and state-n1andated curriculun1s that would indicate reasons as to why girls 
are falling behind, specifically n1inority fe1nale students in high school, and to 
detennine how qualified and/or con1fortable educators felt in addres sing this problen1 
within their own classroo1ns. Any prejudices in the classrootn can greatly in1pact the 
education, social hierarchy and socioeconon1ic status of a specific group of people. In 
order to achieve the goal of detecting acaden1ic bias in schools, teachers were 
adtninistered a survey in which they were asked to assess bias in the classroon1. 
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Participants 
The participants in this study are five teachers who currently teach at an urban 
high school situated in Weste1n New York. Of the five teachers taking pmi in this 
study, four are white and one is African, having in1n1igrated to the country fron1 Sierra 
Leone approxi1nately twenty years ago. There are two female teachers and three tnale 
teachers, four of  which teach a general education student population, with no 
identified learning disabilities and one who teaches social studies in a self-contained, 
special education classroon1. All of the teachers have students in their classroon1s who 
have been labeled as English-Language Lean1ers, or E.L.L. students. The educators 
also range in levels of teaching experience - two of the teachers have three years of 
teaching experience and are not yet tenured, two teachers have between five and ten 
years teaching experience in urban education, and one teacher has over ten years 
teaching experience. Three of the teachers have Master' s  Degrees in History 
Education and are certit1ed to teach students in grades nine through twelve, one 
teacher has a Master' s Degree in Minority Studies and History Education and is 
certified to teach students in grades nine through twelve, and one teacher has a 
Master' s  Degree in Special Education and is certified to teach students rm1ging frotn 
kindergarten to twelfth grade and is also certified in social studies, grades nine through 
twelve. 
The high school the participants work at is an urban district in Western New 
York, servicing students grades seven through twelve, with a current enrollment of 
approxin1ately 800 kids; the district as a whole educates approxin1ately 32,000 
students in grades pre-kindergarten through twelve. This specific school is tmique in 
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that it is the location of the district' s sole International Progrmn, tnaking up roughly 
forty percent of the schools total population. This progran1 was designed to 
accotmnodate the district' s  growing ESOL population, or the English for Speakers of 
Other Languages progran1. There are thirty-five di±Ierent languages spoken at the 
school, tnany of the students having in1n1igrated to the United States from foreign 
countries ,  n1ostly located in the Middle East and Africa. There are not, however, 
interpreters for every language spoken at the school, so tnany titnes teachers tnust rely 
on other students for translations. This particular school was chosen for the study 
because of its high level of diversity. 
Data Collection Methods 
In order to obtain the infom1ation for the study, the resem·cher adtninistered a 
ten-question survey to the participants listed above. The survey was provided to the 
teachers on a Thursday n1oming and they were given the entire day to cotnplete it. 
Teachers were inforn1ed that their answers to the survey would be used in a Graduate 
research proj ect and that, although their nmnes are not placed on the survey, the 
den1ographic inforn1ation would likely reveal their identity. The teachers were not 
given the survey to ±111 out under the asstunption that it was atl optional survey; all of 
the selected teachers had previously agreed to take part in the study. The survey was 
then collected at the end of the school day by the researcher. 
A survey was chosen as the best way to collect data on the research topic 
because it helped to pinpoint specific beliefs, biases, and classroon1 instructional 
styles .  By choosing not to use open-ended research questions, the teacher responses to 
the questions were tnuch nat-rower and did not stray frotn the resem·ch question at 
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hand. The responses frotn the five surveys were then interpreted on a n1uch larger 
scale, assun1ing that the responses of the five teachers could serve to represent the 
entire population of teachers at this specific urban high school . 
Instruments of Study 
The data for the study was collected solely through a quantitative survey. The 
survey was teacher-created; however, the teacher who created the survey was not a 
part of the smnple of participants in the study. The smnple size was five teachers and 
the survey consisted of ten close-ended questions that were designed to test teacher 
beliefs and reveal any gender/racial classroon1 biases . It is important to note that 
because the survey was adn1inistered at the beghu1ing of the school day but was not 
collected by the researcher until the end of the school day, any events that happened 
during the course of the day, positive or negative, tnay have afiected the participant's 
responses . A smnple of the survey has been attached to Appendix A. 
Data Analysis Methods 
The data collected frmn the surveys was analyzed by the researcher to locate 
any overarching then1es that en1erged through the con1puting progran1 Statistical 
Products & Service Solutions, or SPSS .  For exan1ple, the resem·cher tnade 
cotnparisons between the results fron1 the survey and the varying beliefs and teaching 
practices, in regards to classrootn bias, and attetnpted to draw a com1ection between 
the nun1ber of years teaching, gender/etlu1icity, and tin1e spent incorporating won1en 
and minorities into the classroon1. A histogran1, based on the survey, was created to 
showcase the frequency, 111ean and standard deviation results. 
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B. Findings 
The gender and etln1icity of the teachers who were chosen to take part in the 
survey played an important part in this research by providing the researcher with 
den1ographics infon11ation which could then be used to con1pare whether or not one ' s  
own gender and/ or  etlmicity affected teaching rnethods and course rnaterial taught to 
students . Of these teacher participants, 40% were white n1ales, 40% were white 
fernales and the other 20% were minority males ;  minority female teachers were absent 
fron1 the study. It is in1portant to note that the researcher did not intentionally leave 
out the input of tninority fernales; there were no rninority wornen social studies 
teachers en1ployed at the school where the study took place. 
All of the participants, however, taught social studies in one fonn or another -
be it through a self-contained special education class or in grades nine through twelve 
general education history courses . It is also in1portant to note the nurnber of years 
each participant had been teaching, in order to detect any correlations between years 
teaching and subject-area confldence. The teachers indicated that 40o/o had been 
teaching less than four years, another 40% had been teaching between flve and ten 
years and only 20% had been teaching for longer than ten years . This infonnation is 
displayed in Figure 1 .  All of the teachers identified that the racial con1position of the 
classrootn they taught in was tnade up of a rnajority of tninority students, or students 
who are not white, and 60% of the teachers identified that the 1najority of these 
students were fernale. This information is located in Table 1 .  This is a school in 
which 80% of the participants in the study were either white n1en or white won1en, 
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80% of the participants had been teaching for less than ten years and 1 00% of the 
teacher's reported that the school consisted primarily of minority students. 
Figure 1 
Participants: Years Teaching 
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1 .5 2 2.5 3.5 
Years Teaching 
Gender Composition 
Mean :1 .8 
std. Dev. �0.837 
N =S 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cum ulative Percentl 
Valid Majority Male 2 40. 0  40.0 40 01 Majority Female 3 60. 0  60.0 1 00 . 0  
Total 5 1 00 . 0  1 00 . 0  I 
The urban school situated in upstate New York where the study took place is 
currently going through the first year of a two-year mandatory redesign program for 
schools that have been placed on the New York State Schools Under Registration 
Review, or SURR, list. The redesign program is requiring all teachers to implement 
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and utilize the inquiry method of teaching, where students learn through self-generated 
questions and discoveries and apply general understandings to other areas of content. 
Knowing that this is the focus of the school, it was essential for the researcher to ask 
the participants how many of them were appropriately utilizing this model in the 
classroom. Perhaps because the school is still in the initial phases of the redesign, 
only 20% of the participants felt they were teaching through the inquiry method, 
whereas 80% felt they used a mixed methods approach in their classroom, relying on 
standard teacher-centered and student-centered instruction. A frequency chart 
showcasing these results is located in Table 3 .  The survey also revealed that 40% of 
the teachers in the study identified male students as scoring consistently higher in 
class, whereas 60% of the teachers felt that female students consistently scored higher 
grades in class. This frequency table is referenced in Table 4. 
Table 3 
Participants: Instructional Practices 





Percent Valid Percent 
20.0 20.0 
80. 0  80. 0  






Scoring Consistently Better Scores in Class 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid Male Students 2 40.0 40.0 40.0 
Female Students 3 60.0 60.0 1 00.0 
Total 5 1 00 . 0  1 00 . 0  
After revealing that 1 00% of the teachers were fully aware that the 
environment in which they taught consisted of a majority of minority students, it was 
then essential to disclose the worth they placed on these groups in the everyday 
curriculum. One of the questions the survey focused on was whether or not women 
were incorporated into the curriculum and, if they were, to what extent All of the 
teachers indicated that women were included in their social studies classrooms and 
state curriculum; however, when asked to what extent women and their contributions 
were actually incorporated into the lesson plans on a day to day basis, the researcher 
received a very different answer. According to the survey, when given the choices 
seldom, sometimes and always, in regards to including women in the classroom 
curriculum, 40% of the participants revealed that women were seldom included in the 
daily lesson plans, 60% reported that women were sometimes incorporated and not 
one single participant made the claim that women were always included in the 
curriculum. This information is located in Table 5 .  The data i s  very interesting given 
that 40% of the participants felt male students scored higher than female students and 
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60% of the staff felt girls performed better� even when their gender is more often than 
not, absent from the curriculum. This information was included previously in Table 4 .  
Table 5 
Are Women Incorporated into the Curriculum? To What Extent are they Included? 
Women and the c u rriculum 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid Yes 5 1 00 . 0  1 00 . 0  1 00.0 
To what extent are they i ncfuded? 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid Seldom 2 40.0 40.0 40.0 
Sometimes 3 60. 0  60.0 1 00.0 
Total 5 1 00 . 0  1 00.0 
The information surrounding minorities inclusion in the curriculum turned out 
relatively the same as the data on women, with 1 00% of the teachers reporting that 
minorities were, indeed, present in the curriculum. Using the same rating scale as 
before, 20% of the teachers reported that minorities were seldom included and 80% 
claimed that they were sometimes included. These results are located in Table 6 and, 
like before, there were no participants that said minorities and their contributions were 
always incorporated. These results indicated that in an environment where female 
students traditionally scored better than their male counterparts and that consisted 
mostly of minority students, there is very little attention actually given to \vomen and 
minorities in the daily curriculum. Even more interesting is that the results seemed to 
contradict what teachers claimed about the value of women and minorities in the 
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curriculum, with 1 00% of the participants believing that the contributions of women 
and minorities throughout history were important to the social studies curriculum. 
Table 6 
Are Minorities Incorporated into the Curriculum? To What Extent are they Included? 
Minorities and the curriculum 
Frequency 1 Percent Val id  P ercent Cumulative Percent 
Valid Yes 5 1 00.0 1 00 . 0  1 00.0 
To what extent are they Included? 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid Seldom 1 20. 0 20.0 20.0 
Sometimes 4 80.0 80.0 1 00.0 
Total 5 1 00.0 1 00.0 
Knowing the deficiency this study has revealed in the New York State Social 
" 
Studies curriculum in regards to women and minorities, it was necessary for the 
researcher to delve deeper into whether or not the participants were actively trying to 
supplement the shortcomings of the curriculum with any outside information. Using a 
scale of seldom, sometimes and always, the teachers reported in the survey that 60% of 
them seldom tried to incorporate any outside information into the curriculum, 20o/o 
disclosed they sometimes tried to include extra material and 20% said they always 
enriched the curriculum by adding in outside information. This data is shown in 
Figure 2. As stated above, 1 00% of the participants in the survey indicated that 
women and minorities contributions were valuable and that they should be 
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incorporated into the curriculum, however; the survey clearly shows that only 20% of 
those people actually follow through with this belief. This is  a startling finding - given 
that 80% of the social studies teachers at this particular school do not seek out 
additional resources to compliment an obvious flaw in the curriculum. 
The researcher then entered the data into an Excel spreadsheet to uncover the 
statistical difference between the number of years teaching in the classroom and 
whether or not the participant is supplementing the curriculum. The participants for 
the study were lumped into three different groups based on the number of years 
teaching: Group One was those who had been teaching between zero and four years, 
Group Two consisted of those that had been teaching between five and nine years and 
Group Three were the participants who had been teaching for ten or more years. 
When the results of the survey were compared between Group One and Group Two, 
the P-Value that was generated was 0.25, showing that there was no significant 
statistical difference in answers given by the participants of each group. There was 
only one participant who had been teaching for over ten years; therefore no P-Value 
could be calculated for this group. The participant reported that he or she sometimes 
supplemented the curriculum, which is significantly different from the other two 
groups, but not highly significant. 
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Outsldelnformatlon 
C. Conclusions and Recommendations 
Discussion of the findings 
3.5 
Mean=1.5 S!d. Dev. =O.BS4 N=5 
The research questions for this study focus on the extent to which women and 
minorities are incorporated into the daily curriculum, whether or not there is an 
obvious discrepancy between men and women and the grades that are achieved in 
class, and the degree to \vhich these teachers are attempting to supplement a 
curriculum which has been identified as biased. A qualitative survey, focusing on the 
issues stated above, was administered to select teachers at an upstate New York urban 
high school. 
The researcher interpreted the results of the survey to covey four central 
findings. First, based on the prior literature reviews that were done for this study, it 
\Vas suggested that minority female test scores are significantly lower than minority 
males and white students, altogether. In a study performed by Owens, Smothers and 
Love minority girls '  scholastic achievements, or lack thereof, were presented as an 
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increasingly widespread problem.44 According to the survey results for the current 
study, of the participants at the high school chosen to take part in the survey, 60% 
reported that girls are actually scoring higher in class on a regular basis, as oppose to 
the 40% who disclosed that boys were consistently scoring higher. These results 
present conflicting data, when compared to previous studies surrounding the topic 
which state that boys are actually outperforming female students. 
The second key understanding that the researcher was able to conclude based 
on the results of the survey revolved around teaching strategies utilized in the 
classroom. Although the chosen school had been deemed a New York State SURR 
school and was being forced to undergo a redesign program that favored the 
implementation of an Inquiry-based approach to teaching, 80% of the staff admitted to 
not fully committing to solely this teaching strategy; the participants were, instead, 
using a mixed-methods approach based in both teacher-centered and student-centered 
practices. This finding was crucial to the researcher because it offered insight into 
teaching methods that may have varied effects that are dependent on either male or 
female students. If 80% of the staff used mixed-methods techniques in the classroom, 
the researcher, in tum, related this back to the 60% of participants that reported girls 
had higher scores in class. The researcher was able to conclude that these statistics 
were the result of the Inquiry Method of teaching, by incorporating this into standard 
teaching practices, the staff at the school was able to raise the achievement levels of 
minority girls who may favor a non-traditional approach to education. Also, this data 
lead the researcher to believe that the underperformance of boys at this particular 
school \Vas due in large part to the trends leaning away from the usual teacher-
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centered methods of teaching which, the researcher notes, have been in place since the 
inception of the American educational system that was essentially designed for an all­
male student population. The researcher found that there has been no previous 
research done linking African American success to implementation of the Inquiry 
method in the classroom. 
A third principle understanding to emerge from the research was the unanimous 
belief held by the participants that both women and minorities are underrepresented in 
the curriculum. This finding supports Beverly Daniel Tatum's  claim that blacks are 
ignored in the curriculum altogether.45 Based on the survey, the participants revealed 
that the curriculutn is more likely to incorporate the contributions of minorities, rather 
than the significance of women. The study disclosed that about 60% of the time 
women's  studies are "sometimes" integrated into the curriculum, whereas tninorities 
are "sometimes" included in the curriculum 80% of the time. This data confirms the 
findings of Nicola Rollock' s  2007 study, which concluded that the education of black 
girls has fallen by the wayside, having been positioned behind white men, white 
women and black men, in terms of importance. 46 This data reinforces the researcher's 
thesis that the absence of women and minorities from the general curriculum is a 
problem in schools today. 
The final maj or theme that transpired through this survey was that all of the 
teachers claimed that women and minority contributions to history were valuable, but 
only 20% of the teachers followed through with their beliefs and supplemented, what 
the curriculum appeared to be lacking, with outside information. The researcher' s 
initial response was that this was due, in large part, to the inexperience of novice 
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teachers, which so often urban districts resort to hiring. 47 The survey, on the other 
hand, exposed that there was no significant number difference between teachers who 
supplement the curriculum in the zero to four year range and the number who aid the 
curriculum in the five to ten year range. This lead the researcher to believe that 
regardless of the number of years teaching or the experience of the teacher, educators 
at the upstate New York high school where the survey was administered were not 
using any additional information to support the lack of coverage that both women and 
minorities receive. The researcher also believes that this is an ongoing problem 
throughout the entire district, not just this specific school, and that in order to better 
help teachers across all disciplines to alleviate this problem, perhaps content directors 
need to address the issue through professional development opportunities .  
Implications for teaching 
The results of this study reveal a deficiency in the New York State social 
studies curriculum regarding women and minorities and a lack of knowledge and 
action on the part of staff to supplement the curriculum with additional resources. To 
help lessen the invisibility of these two groups, the researcher suggests that the school 
district take part in a series of professional development workshops aimed at anti­
racist and anti-sexist teaching practices .  These professional developments should, 
first, address the issues surrounding the portrayal of women and minorities in the core 
curriculums. One of the ways that women and minorities roles in history have been 
silenced is evidenced in their depictions in the curriculum. Usually, these two groups 
are presented as "victims," sitting idly by as history happens both to them and around 
them. If teachers can present women and minorities as integral participants in history, 
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then students will begin to view them as active contributors to the development of 
history. For exa1nple, if teachers begin to highlight African American and wo1nen 
resistance movements in American and world history courses, these two groups would 
be presented in a new light; as oppose to typical gender and racial stereotyping that 
occurs all too often in social studies curriculums.48 
Another option, often times hotly contested between educators and politicians, 
is the notion of how and whether or not multiculturalism and multicultural education 
should be incorporated into preservice teacher training. As a nation striving for 
betterment under No Child Left Behind politics, educators are left grappling with how 
to raise the consistently low standardized test scores and achievement levels of 
minority students. Educators are fighting this problem - multicultural educators, on 
the other hand, attribute this phenomenon to teacher preparation programs that do not 
properly train teacher candidates how to best service racially and ethnically diverse 
students. Teacher education programs, like the original standardized tests which were 
designed to serve as a viable measurement of knowledge, are designed to service the 
needs of white, middle-class students. The changes that need to take place in teacher 
training courses across  America require more than just a quick fix. Instead of merely 
stating that diversity and multicultural education are important, teachers need to be 
instructed how to actually change their current classroom pedagogies and practices to 
reflect diversity. Teacher education courses with a multicultural emphasis need to 
address teacher's ethical principles and whether or not they hold different expectations 
for minority children versus white children, instill in them the courage to set up 
culturally diverse classroom discussions that help to minimize the effects of racism 
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and sexism in the classroom, and reflect a high quality of education that will help them 
to teach the curriculum to all students in a very meaningful way. 49 Multicultural 
education, although not being fully embraced by all educators, is a necessary step 
towards successfully implementing culturally responsive education and moving away 
from institutionalized racism. 
Limitations and Improvements 
According to the researcher, there were both limitations and improvements that 
can be made to the study that was conducted. The instrumentation used to conduct the 
research, the teacher survey, is one possible threat to the validity of the study. The 
survey was initially supposed to measure the perception of bias in the classroom from 
a teacher perspective. Upon studying the results, the inexperience of the researcher 
generated different results than were originally intended. Perhaps, this issue could 
have been avoided had the researcher taken in to account variable description, or not 
clearly defining the topic being tested. For example, the researcher did not clearly 
explain what was meant by the terms "bias" or "minority." It was assumed that the 
participants would know who and what the researcher was referencing. Also, before 
the survey was administered to school staff, it was not checked for validity. If this 
survey is chosen to be used again by the researcher in a subsequent study, some of the 
key words in the study will need to be defmed for clarification at the beginning of the 
survey. 
Secondly, the selection of the teachers who were asked to participate in the 
study may prove to be a limitation of the study. A threat to the external validity of the 
study is that the participants were part of a convenient sample, chosen because they 
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worked at the same school as the researcher. Also the participant selection consisted of 
only five teachers and there were no black women who were a part of the study. In 
fact, of the teachers surveyed, there was only one black male and the rest of the 
teachers were white. There was only one participant who represented the entire group 
of teachers who had been teaching for longer than 1 0  years. It is also important to 
note another limitation to the study, the Hawthorne Effect. This refers to the selected 
group of participants not wanting to appear bias in the eyes of the researcher and, 
because of this, not being completely honest on their survey, which may have been the 
case because the researcher knew each of the selected participants. For future research 
studies, it would prove necessary for the researcher to diversify the teacher participant 
selection - in terms of race, gender, subject-level, and number of years in the district 
teaching in order to gain a more valid outcome. 
Future Research Recommendations 
Future research should target specific teaching strategies that have proven to be 
successful with African American children. Many educators have spoken out against 
resorting to standardized testing regarding this population; if this is one method that 
has been proven not to work, than what will enhance and support the education of 
minority students, specifically women? Future research should also focus on how to 
reinforce the contributions of these two groups in the curriculum through professional 
development options for teachers. Through this research, all participants claimed that 
the contributions of women and minorities in social studies education are important to 
include. However, the study also revealed that very few teachers are actually using 
outside materials to supplement the flaws in the curriculum. Teacher training courses 
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in these areas are vital to the successful inclusion of minorities and women in the 
curriculum and to assess what strategies, if any, are being used to bring to light the 
contributions of minorities and women in the social studies curriculum. Also, future 
research should be used gain a further understanding as to the effect of Inquiry-based 
educational practices on black students. 
The urban school, situated in western New York where the study took place, 
serves as a reminder to all educators that when teachers allow the curriculum to 
deemphasize the value of specific groups in history, then the credibility of the entire 
curriculum has been compromised. What else has been chosen to be left out of our 
history? Who else have the politicians that heavily influence the curriculum decided is 
inconsequential to history? Educators cannot allow this tnarginalization to continue. 
Research proves that people are starting to take notice of the apparent invisibility of 
certain races, ethnic groups and of women in schools today. How much longer will 
students have to wait for real action that will alleviate the obvious biases in state­
mandated curriculums and classroom practices across the nation? The process can be 
expedited through social reform activism and through the efforts of thoughtful 




Directions: for each of the questions listed below, please circle the response that best 
suits you. 





2. How many years have you been teaching? 
0-4 years 5- 1 0  years 1 0+ years 
3. Generally speaking, who scores better in your class? 
Male Students or Female Students 
4. What is the racial make-up of your class? 
Majority (over 50%) white students or Majority (over 50%) minority 
students 
5. What is the gender make-up of your class? 
Majority male students or Maj ority female students 
6. Which of the teaching styles below best fits your instructional practices? 
Direct Instruction (teacher -centered) 
Inquiry (student-centered) 
Mixed (part teacher-centered, part student-centered) 
7 .  Are women and their contributions incorporated into the classroom 
curriculum? 
Y or N  
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If yes, to what extent? 
Seldom Sometimes Always 
8.  Are minorities and their contributions incorporated into the classroom 
curriculum? 
Y or N  
If yes, to what extent? 
Seldom Sometimes Always 
9. Do you bring outside materials into the classroom to support women and 
minorities? 
Seldom Sometimes Always 
10.  Do you feel that information surrounding women and minorities in 
history is valuable to the social studies curriculum? 
Y or N  
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